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FOREWORD.

SPORTS

club records are of such general interest, that it is fitting that they

should be kept in a convenient form.

Not every club is so fortunate as to

possess a member enthusiastic or able enough to do this, for it is a laborious
task.

Gala C.C., however, is in that happy position.

It has long enjoyed the

active support and wise leadership of Mr R. A. Anderson, who now,

in this

book, ensures that its history will be preserved.
At various times R. A. A. has been captain, secretary, and treasurer, as
well as playing member, of the club.

His interest goes back to 1885, but his

greatest days were in the 'twenties, when he developed the habit of collecting
his hundred victims per season with remorseless regularity.

Few visiting bats-

men to Mossilee were very happy when he was on at the pavilion end; and slip
fielders had to be on their toes.

He could usually be depended on for his quota

of runs, and some of us even remember him as a wicket-keeper; but it was as
a bowler that he was of the greatest service to Gala.

These pages confirm it.

Now he has added to the indebtedness of members past and present
well as many friends)

by becoming the club historian.

This has,

(as

no doubt,

involved much searching in dusty files, but it has probably given him as much
pleasure to compile this record as it will give many to read it.
Old cricketers, and cricket fans are prone, when they meet, to talk over
past games, but sometimes they find that their recollections do not coincide.
Here is a book to settle many an argument, as well as to recall many sunny
afternoons, and the pleasant rivalry of Border cricket.
FRANK H. HOGGARTH.
Whitby,
October., 1944.

HISTORY OF GALA CRICKET CLUB.
Some years ago, Mr Robert Hall, a
son of the Galashiels historian, forwarded
to me a letter in which the following
petition was enclosed:—
To Captain Scott,
Gala House.
Sir,—We, the undersigned inhabitants of Galashiels, considering it
would be conducive towards the
health of the young men of this town,
and feeling the great want of any
place for outdoor exercise and amusement, have resolved to respectfully
solicit your aid in the establishment
of a Cricket Club in Galashiels. We
therefore take this opportunity of
soliciting the grant of a piece of
ground under whatever conditions
you may think proper towards the
establishment of the same.
Trusting
generosity.

to

your

well-known

We remain,
YOUR HUMBLE PETITIONERS.
The petition was signed by forty-three
names, and a note at the end intimated
that "A meeting will be held in the Commercial Inn this evening at eight o'clock,
Thursday, 2nd June, 1853."
The signatories to the letters are-Alexander Roberts, foreman, Huddersfield; Archibald Dickson, finisher, Hightown; Andrew Wood, skinner, Market
Square; Thomas Frier, manufacturer,
Roxburgh Street; Robert Fisher, accountant, High Street; John Hall, bootmaker, Market Place; Alexander Yellowlees, merchant, Bank Street; William

Whitehead,
merchant,
Bank
Street;
Alexander Porteous, spinner, Hightown;
Robert Walker,
spinner,
Wakefield;
Peter Sharp, printer, Hightown; William
Hall, weaver, Hightown; James Murray,
engineer,
Hightown;
James
Pringle,
weaver,
Overhaugh;
James
Donald,
weaver, Overhaugh; John Cuthbertson,
weaver, Overhaugh; William Fairgreave,
warper, Huddersfield; George Holmes,
weaver, Albert Place; Corny Holmes,
weaver, Albert Place; James Foster,
weaver, Bridge Street; William Grossart,
weaver,
Hightown;
James
Scarlet,
weaver, Bridge Street; George Arrol,
weaver,
Bridge
Street;
Alexander
Donald, foreman, Huddersfield; John
Clark, weaver,
Buckholmside;
James
Mack, slater, Clear Burn; Samuel Maxwell, Commercial Inn, Bridge Street;
William Haldane, brewery, Buckholmside; John Haldane, brewery, Buckholmside; Gilbert Elliot, Bridge Inn, Bridge
Street; James Coldwell, grocer, Bridge
Street;
David
Elliot,
draper,
High
Street; James Hunter, draper, High
Street;
John
Millar,
draper,
High
Street;
William Aird,
draper,
High
Street; William Sanderson, flesher, High
Street; John Ure, weaver, Buckholmside;
John Dorward, merchant, High Street;
James Milne, merchant, High Street;
Thomas
Galloway,
merchant,
High
Street; William Oliver, smith, High
Street;
William
MacPherson,
bank
agent, High Street; David Shiell, agent,
High Street.
No report of the meeting appeard in
the press, but on 17th June the statement
was made in the "Border Advertiser"
that "we understand the Laird of Gala
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has very generously intimated his intention to present the town with several
acres of ground for a cricket ground and
public park," and on 8th July it is reported that a part of the ground on the
Abbotsford road had been enclosed by a
fence.
These happenings indicate the beginning of the Gala Cricket Club.
After a little practice it is recorded
that a match was arranged to be played
at Selkirk on the 20th August against
the local club, in which the scores were:
—Gala, 54 and 40; Selkirk, 17 and '35
for six wickets. The highest sdore was
12, made by Cuthbertson, Gala, while
the deadly attack of the Gala team was
in the hands of "Corny" Holmes and
Joe Boothrovd, the former taking seven
wickets in the first Selkirk innings, and
Boothroyd the other three.
The report
of the match states that the Gala players
showed they were not chickens of two
months growth, as they made a very
creditable display.
As this is the first recorded match of
the Club, it may be of interest to give
the, names of the team. The figures indicate the double figure scorers in the first
innings:—C. Holmes, J. Boothroyd, J.
Foster, G. Arrol, Arch. Scott of Gala, G.
Monteith (10) ,G. Holmes (10) ,J. Mack,
W. Bates, J. Cuthbertson (12), W.
Crichton.
Boothroyd is said to have been the first
overarm bowler in the side, while Holmes
bowled underhand.
They evidently did things in style in
those days, the Gala team driving to
Selkirk in a four-in-hand coach, and
after the match the teams adjourned to
Harper's hotel, where a pleasant evening was spent with song and speech.
As far as can be judged from press
reports, the fixture lists in those days
were not extensive, as in the following
year, 1854, matches are only recorded
against Selkirk, Melrose, and Kelso.
Kelso seem to have had quite a flourish-

ing club and a good team about this
period, when their matches were played
on the racecourse.
In the match against Melrose, it is
stated Gala had the assistance of Usherwood, while Melrose had the assistance
of. W. Wyberg, Esq.
The different
manner in which reference is made to
these players perhaps indicates guest
players of professional and amateur
status.
In this year the playing area
was said to have been increased from
one to two acres.
In 1855 only two matches are recorded
against Selkirk and Melrose, while only
a Melrose match is mentioned in 1856.
In '.1857 two matches against Selkirk are
recorded, the one on 24th July at Selkirk
beginning at 10.30 a.m. and finishing at
6.15 p.m.
In 1858 matches with Kelso and Selkirk are reported.
In May, 11859, it is
stated a meeting of the Club was held,
at which a new committee was appointed.
The Club, it is recorded, had been in a
languishing state for two years, and an
endeavour was to be made to increase
the spirit, activity, and skill of the Club.
Despite this worthy resolution, only four
matches are reported—two with Melrose
and two with Selkirk.
In 1860 a meeting of the Club took
place, when Walter Cochrane was appointed secretary, but Walter does not
appear to have been very busy, as only
two snatches against Melrose appear in
the records for the year.
APPRECIATION-£1.

In 1861 the season began with a match
between Volunteers and Non-Volunteers,
in which the military men triumphed. In
the month of May, Rawlinson of Hawick
was engaged as coach (salary not stated) ,
while in July a social function was held,
at which J. Boothroyd was presented with
apurse containing one pound as a mark
of appreciation for his valuable services.
Rawlinson's engagement was terminated
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shortly after this function, and Boothroyd, it is stated, used to give short
lessons in the evenings and demonstrate
the better way. Matches against Kelso
and Selkirk are recorded this year, while
the membership must have increased, as
a second eleven was formed.
The year 1862 showed increased activity, as besides matches with Selkirk,
Melrose, and Kelso, two matches with
Dalkeith were played. In this year also
it is noted that A. Dunbar, a former
Gala player, scored 50 runs for Huntly
against Keith, the Keith report stating
that this was the highest score ever made
in that part of the country.
In August a match against `a Selkirk
eleven was played, the scores being:—
Gala, 60; Selkirk, 44; and it is interesting to note that Andrew Lang was responsible for 20 runs of the Selkirk total.
In 1863 a dispute occurred at the
match with Selkirk, at Galashiels.
An
appeal for a catch was made by the Gala
bowler. The Gala umpire said he could
not see properly if a catch had been
made, and gave the decision not out.
The Selkirk umpire when. appealed to
gave the batsman out. A heated debate
ensued and the match was stopped, the
spirit of conciliation being evidently
absent.
In 1864 a meeting of the Club was held
in May, at which the treasurer reported
a credit balance of £4, half of which had
been received, from Mr Smail for grazing.
'There was a membership of forty, and
such was the feeling of 'prosperity that
it was decided to engage a professional,
to which post H. Russell was appointed.
After the engagement of Russell, Kelso
were engaged, the result being:=Gala,
105; Kelso, 39 and 54.
For Gala, D.
Hall scored 41, and H. Russell 17., and
the latter secured seven wickets.
As showing the change in the personnel
of the team, the team against Kelso were:
—A. Scott, W. W. Scott, Davidson, H.
Hall, Wilson, McDougall, Russell, A.
Heard, W. Cochrane, McKenzie, White.
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Matches are also reported this year
against Selkirk, Melrose, Innerleithen,
and Hawick, but in 1865 the Club must
have suffered from exhaustion after the
activity of the previous year, as there is
little recorded activity.
In 1866 a meeting was advertised in
April, at which all interested in the game
were invited.
Two persons put in an
appearance.
Some junior club activity
is reported this year, however, and a
match is reported against Hawick, the
scores being:—Hawick, 197; Gala, 4 for
no wickets; so that the Gala players had
at least made a start in the task of making up the leeway.
In 1867 mention is made of a match
with St Cuthbert's, Hawick, and on 13th
July Gala beat Hawick, the scores being:
—Gala, 106; Hawick, 42 and 30. The
bowling of A. and W. Knox is reported
to have been very deadly for Gala, and
the figures bear out the assertion.
Matches with Selkirk are also recorded,
and at the end of the season a note
appears in the press stating that the Club
was in a flourishing condition.
In 1868 the season opened with amatch
between the first eleven and the next
twenty-two, but despite this evident
choice of talent, few matches are reported
this year.
Perhaps the publicity agent
was at fault, for in 1869 the annual meeting is reported, Adam Todd being appointed secretary and Thomas Mitchell
treasurer.
The
committee
were J.
Wood, W. Ferguson, D. Thomson, W.
Liddell, J. Dalgliesh.
On 11th June it
was decided to turf more ground to provide more wickets, and the formation of
a junior team—Gala Forest—is reported,
with a field on Kilnknowe farm. On 41th
July a match was played at Selkirk, when
the scores were:—Selkirk, 223; Gala, 11
for two wickets. In this match, J. Douglas, Selkirk, made 112, but the report
states the Gala fielding was not up to
the mark, an extraordinary number of
catches being missed.
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Considerably more publicity is given
to the activities of the Club in 1870. At
a meeting held in March, Dr McDougall
was elected president and W. Montgomery captain, and it was also intimated a very eminent professional had
been engaged.
The season opened on
30th April with a match, First Eleven
versus Next "Twenty-two.
The next
match was with Melrose, at which the
new professional, Humphreys, made his
appearance.
In this match T. Riddell made the
highest score yet made on the Gala
ground-72—made in two hours forty
minutes.
The fixture list this year showed
matches with Melrose, Hawick, Selkirk,
Burntisland, and Leith Franklin.
CANDID CRITICISM.

The Scottish Cricketers' Annual of 1870
states that in this year thirteen matches
were played, four won, six lost, and
three drawn. The Club ground is stated
to be four and a half acres, and the Club
has fifty-seven playing members. Then
follows this description of the leading
players, in which the criticism is sometimes delightfully candid.
T.

Riddell—Very hard hitter all round,
better if he had more defence. Splendid
field at point.
D. H. Hewitt—Improving bat, cuts -,-ell,
fine field and fair bowler.
W. Ferguson— Splendid defence.
Hits well
on the on-side.
Bowls occasionally.
Capital longstop, slow elsewhere.
A.

Todd—Cuts splendidly, free hitter all
round; can defend when he cares. Fine
fielder.
W. Thomson—Has improved immensely in
batting this season.
Beyond doubt best
all-round man in club.
Beautiful style,
strong defence, strong leg hitter.
Good
field and capital fast round-arm bowler.
J. Elliot—Neat style in forward play; fair
bowler; slow in the field.
D. Thomson—Obstinate defence; can hit
when set; good field in slips.
T. Young— Splendid fast bowler, with high
delivery, considerable break and spin;
good field.

A. Crosbie—Fair bat and field.
H. Collins—Fair bat; medium fielder; bowls
medium pace round arm.
J. C. Tweedie—Plenty of flourish both in
batting and bowling.
T. Pringle—Pretty bat; fields splendidly.
W. Montgomery—Out of practice; splendid
slow underhand bowler; cuts well; good
fielder.
J. Hay—The bowler of the club. Fast and
straight, with a fair delivery.
Splendid
short slip and coverpoint. No bat.

This criticism lets one know the capacities of the team and is very interesting
as a sidelight on journalism in the seventies.
In 1871 T. Fairgrieve was appointed
president, and T. Mitchell captain, with
J. Stirling secretary and treasurer. An
early start was made this year on 2nd
April with elevens chosen by Captain
and Secretary, and matches are recorded
during the season with Hawick, Melrose, Selkirk, Kelso, Penicuik, and Leith
Franklin.
A second eleven were also
fully employed, a holiday match ,against
Leith Caledonian being reported.
In 1872, besides the usual Border
clubs, matches are reported against
Duns and an Edinburgh Club, St Roque,
who played at Grange Loan; and Peebles
County were played at Peebles on
Lammas Fair Day, 10th August. With
evident pleasure the local paper reports
"a severe castigation was administered"
to Selkirk on 17th August, the scores
being:—Selkirk, 45; Gala, 99 for eight
wickets. J. Hay load seven for 20, and
W. Thomson three for 19.
The "Scotsman" of 14th October,
1872, records that during the season
Gala had, with T. Riddell captain, played
9 matches, won 5, lost 3, drawn 1. D.
Thomson headed the batting with 12.25,
while the average of Hay per wicket
was 3.25, and Thomson 3.5.
A representative match was played at
Selkirk in 1872 between 22 of the Border
district and 12 players of Scotland. The
Gala players selected for this match were
—AV. Gordon, D. Hewitt, W. Thomson,
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T. Riddell, C. C. Murray, and J. Hay;
while on the other side were—W. Dryden, T. Blaikie, P. King, T. Rawlinson,
and B. Tillotson.
From the playing of such a match it
is evident there was a growing interest
in the game.
In 1873 D. H. Hewitt was appointed
captain, and it is stated the Club had
been trying to secure new ground but
had failed.
The first club match was
played with Selkirk and lost, the scores
being:—Selkirk, 71; Gala, 61.
The
name of T. Fairgrieve appears among
the players in this match, and W. Thomson had seven wickets for 33 runs.
In
the match against Hawick, on 31st May,
D. H. Hewitt had 50 not out, Gala winning by 70 runs.
GROUND TROUBLES.

About this period the Club seems to
have been involved in ground difficulties,
some parties wishing to use it for footracing. The right of the Club to use and
control the ground was, however, upheld
in the Sheriff Court, perpetual interdict
being craved and .
granted.
It is interesting to note that in the petition presented to the Sheriff it is stated
that at such race meetings "betting prevailed to a considerable extent, thereby
rendering their tendency immoral and
creating vicious and baneful habits among
the young. men who attend them. They
were, besides, conducted for private
profit, and scenes of intemperance took
place at theirs."
Edinburgh Brunswick, which about
this time was one of the best teams in
Scotland, were tackled this year, the
scores being:—Brunswick, 110; Gala,
103.
Against Duns this year Hay had
the hat trick; while against Selkirk,
which Gala won by 29 runs, he had six
wickets for 11 runs. The record of the
Club this years was—won 6; lost 3. T.
Riddell and W. Gordon had batting
averages of 14, while W. Thomson had
34 wickets at an average of 5.3 runs,
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At the annual meeting in 1874, '\/N7.
Gordon was appointed captain, and at
the first snatch—Captain versus Secretary
—the Brass Band was present to discourse a musical programme.
The first club match was against
Kelso, while Glasgow Granville were
played on 18th July, the scores being:—
Gala, 101; Granville, 72.
In the report
of this match it is stated the bowling of
Hay was magnificent, he having eight
wickets for 18 runs.
In the first match
with Hawick, W. Gordon batted through
the Gala innings for 23 not out, the
scores being:—Hawick, 85; Gala, 80.
In August a match was played at Galashiels against Innerleithen, at which W.
Thomson and W. Anderson batted all
afternoon, their not out scores being 116
and 88, the score with extras being over
200.
By defeating Hawick 94 to 43 it
was claimed that the win made Gala
Border Champions.
In this match R.
Wood drove Rawlinson over the old sand
pit for 6.
An enquirer had a letter in the "Advertiser" in July asking why there was no
match with Selkirk, to which the treasurer, T. Mitchell, replied stating the
Selkirk Club insisted on playing the first
match at Selkirk to please their season
ticket-holders.
Gala objected, as they
had gone first to Selkirk the previous
year.
As a result of this dispute there
were no matches with Selkirk in 1874
or 1875.
The season was claimed to be a very
successful one, the record showing 6
wins, 1 loss, 1 draw.
W. Thomson
topped the batting averages with 30.8,
while J. Hay had 40 wickets at 5.2 runs.
There seems to have been considerable
cricket activity in the town at this time,
as a match is reported as taking place
between a Leabrae team and Innerleithen,
the scores being: —Innerleithen, 55; Leabrae, 45. The Leabrae team were:—J.
Mercer, A. Grieve, J. Vint, J. Alexander,
A. Grossart, J. Small, A. Anderson, A.
Oliver, A. Campbell, W. Vint, J. White.
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A match was also reported between
Buckholmside C.C. XI. and 18 Gentlemen of Buckholmside, but neither the
names of the eleven nor the gentlemen
are given.
At the annual meeting of the Club in
1875, C. C. Murray (late of Craigmount
C.C.) was appointed captain, with T.
Anderson as secretary.
Penicuik were
played on 8th May, and on 29th May
Hawick provided the opposition. Hawick
scored 222, to which Gala replied with a
modest 72. A match against Edinburgh
Angus was played on 19th June, and in
the Gala team in this match the name of
H. S. Murray appears for the first time.
A return match with Glasgow Granville
took place on 8th July, at Glasgow,
Granville winning by 23 runs. One finds
recurring references to bad fielding in
report, and in the Penicuik match, in
the Penicuik score of 62 they have—byes
24, legbyes 2, wides 12.
The pitches,
one fears, were occasionally rough and
the bowling rather inaccurate.
One
notes a match between Ladhope Vale
C.C. and St Boswells won by the latter,
when Mr Elliot, Benrig, paid the bus
fare of the visitors and entertained the
teams after the match in the Buccleuch
Hotel. No doubt the concluding item of
the programme would be the hearty singing of "He's a jolly good fellow."
Home and away fixtures are also reported between Gala
Academy and
Eildon House, Melrose.
In the first
match the name of A. Grieve appears as
scoring .11 runs and taking four wickets,
but in the match at Melrose the bowling
of Scougall and Reid was so deadly that
the Academy in their two innings scored
19 and 13. Another fixture noted is one
between Ladhope Vale C.C. and Gala
second eleven, when the scores were:—
Ladhope, 72; Gala 2nd, 94. In the Vale
team one notes the names of R. Wood,
M. Gilmartin, and J. Connell, while in
the second, A. Grieve and J. Hardie
appear.

Gala had not a good season this year,
but that did not seem to depress unduly,
as a supper was held in October.
The
batting averages show T. Riddell at the
top with 14.5, while J. Hay had 22
wickets at an average of 6.9 runs.
In
1876, J. Hay was captain and T. Anderson secretary, and the season opened
with a match with teams chosen by these
officials.
Matches are this year reported with
Edinburgh Moray, Hawick, and Loretto,
a match with the Royal High School at
Edinburgh being put off as several
players could not get away from their
work.
Home and away matches were
this year played between the Grange and
Roxburgh County.
In the first match
at Hawick, Roxburgh scored 247, W.
Gordon, Gala, scoring 30, and T. W.
Lang, Selkirk, 55.
The Grange were
put out twice, scoring 87 and 34.
In
the return match at Edinburgh, the
Grange scored 393 (L. M. Balfour 132,
J. Speid 126) ; Roxburgh, 124 and 243
(T. W. Lang 111) .
Matches were resumed with Selkirk
this year, Selkirk winning the first by 90
to 82, while the return was a tie, each
side scoring 71 runs, H. S. Murray being
left not out 12 after a most exciting
finish.
Matches were also played with
Granville and Beaumont.
NOT A MATCH

WON.

At the annual meeting in September it
was reported the season had been a most
unfortunate one, as not a single match
had been won.
The funds of the Club
were stated to be insufficient, and dissatisfaction was expressed at the condition of the ground. As T. Anderson was
leaving the town, G. R. Smail was appointed secretary. W. Thomson was at
the top of the batting with an average
of 13.2, and W. Wood led the bowlers
with an average of 3 runs per wicket,
but the number of wickets were not
stated.
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A representative match was played at
Hawick between the M.C.C. and Roxburgh County, which resulted:—M.C.C.,
213; Roxburgh, 116 and 93. The Roxburgh side was fairly representative of
Border Cricket and included T. W. and
A. C. Lang, Selkirk, and C. C. Murray
and W. Gordon, Gala; while in the
M.C.C. side one notes such well-known
cricketers
as
Mycroft,
Rylott,
and
Farrands.
In July of this year a match took place
between Hawick and Selkirk and awakened considerable interest, as it was the
first match played between the teams
since 1870.
The result was:—Selkirk,
114 (W. Gordon 31) ; Hawick, 92 (T.
W. Lang 7 for 35).
A match is also reported between
Highfield, Melrose, and Innerleithen, and
in the latter team one notes the names
of George and Harry Tait.
The result
was: —Innerleithen, 62; Highfield, 40.
In a discussion of prospects for the
season appearing in the "Scotsman" on
April 14, 1877, it is stated that the Gala
Club might lose their ground; but that
at St Boswells a new ground was being
laid opposite the Kennel's.
The ground
had been granted by the Duke of Buccleuch, and Mr Elliot of Benrig was
supervising the laying of the turf.
In 1877, Gala opened with a vin over
St Boswells, but were badly beaten the
following Saturday by
Hawick,
the
scores being:—Hawick, 232; Gala, 24
and 64. Against Selkirk, in July, a draw
was secured, while later in the month
Greenock visited Gala and scored 138,
when rain intervened and stopped play.
In August, against Selkirk, Gala secured
Dryden, the Hawick professional, and
won, the scores being:—Gala, 77 (T.
Fairgrieve 20) ; Selkirk, 48. One notes
several matches this year between mills,
such as Gala Mill, Netherdale and Buckholm, indicating a fair amount of interest in the game.
Roxburgh County
this year played matches against the
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Grange, Stirling County, and Northumberland at Newcastle.
Included in the
County team were T. W. Lang, A. C.
Lang, Selkirk; W. Gordon, Gala; and
A. Leyden, B. Tillotson, W. Dryden,
and W. H. Young, Hawick.
In 1878 the annual meeting of the
Gala Club was held in April, and T.
Riddell was appointed captain, and W.
Wear secretary. At the meeting it was
stated that the ground difficulty .was giving trouble and that if the Club was to
hold its own in Border cricket a new
ground would require to be secured.
Efforts to do so, it was stated, had failed
so far, but hopes of something being
done were entertained.
"There is little record of activity in
1878, although the season opened in May
with a practice game.
Weather conditions prevented both Selkirk matches being finished.
In a match against St
Boswells, Gala scored 196, the opposition replying with 59 and 38.
In this
match R. Wood scored 82, and one
notices the names of A. M. Grieve and
W. S. Brown in the Gala team. Hawick
were a strong side this year, and a match
is reported between Selkirk and Lasswade, in which the latter team had three
professionals.
In 1879 a fixture list was published at
the beginning of the season with nine
matches.
In the first recorded match,
Edinburgh Institution beat Gala by 103
to 60, D. Somerville scoring 52 for the
Institution.
Matches were also played
with Hawick, Roslin, Leith Franklin, and
Selkirk.
In the match against Selkirk,
Gala won by 59 to 42, W. S. Brown being in great form, scoring 18 runs and
taking 6 wickets for 4 runs.
At the beginning of this season a match
was played at Bowhill House between
Bowhill and Selkirk. The scores were:
—Bowhill, 131; Selkirk, 18 and 23. For
Bowhill, Wheeler of Leicester scored 69,
and their bowling is reported to have
been very destructive.
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GROUND COMPLAINTS.

In the local Press this year appeared
several letters regarding the unsatisfactory state of the cricket field. From these
one gathers the complaints were that the
field was too small, and as no lease could
be secured, the Club were reluctant to
engage in ground improvements.
The
dissatisfaction was so great that at a
meeting of members held in March, 1880,
it was decided that no matches could be
arranged, as the ground was in such an
unsatisfactory condition.
Nevertheless, T. Fairgrieve was appointed captain, W. Wear secretary, and
J. Hardie treasurer. The only match recorded this year is one at Selkirk, when
the scores were:—Selkirk, 64; Gala, 38;
A. M. Grieve scoring 25 and taking 8
wickets for 31 runs.
There seems to have been quite a number of junior teams in the town about
this time, as matches are recorded with
Leabrae, Wanderers, Galabank, and the
Union Clubs.
The opposition encountered by these were the Victoria Club,
Selkirk, Selkirk 2nd XI., Innerleithen,
Walkerburn, St Boswells, and St Cuthbert's, Hawick,
On these clubs of Gala juniors in 1881
devolved the function of keeping the game
alive in the town, as a report appeared
in the Press of 30th March, 1881, of a
meeting of the Gala Club, in which it is
stated a field at Mossilee had been secured
and was to be prepared and turfed.
It
was hoped that this field would be in a
playing condition later in the year or
early the following year.
Two matches with Selkirk are the only
activity reported this year, but the juniors
carried out their usual programmes.
In the Galabank team one notes the
names of J. Messer and J. Brownlee, the
latter and J. Welsh being in charge of
the attack; while in the Wanderers team
one observes their leading batsman was
T. Douglas.
In a match between Galabank and St Cuthbert's, Hawick, the
name also appears of J. Montgomery,

who later was to
Hawick batsman.

become

a leading

On 29th March, 1882, a meeting of the
Gala Club was held, at which rules were
drawn up and the officials of the previous
year re-elected.
It, was stated that returfing of the new field at Mossilee was
nearly finished, but that the ground
would not be fit for play for some time.
In the early part of the season Gala
played Selkirk at Selkirk, when T. Wardall, professional, was too much for
Gala, scoring 67 runs and taking five
wickets.
Wardall later played in the
Yorkshire eleven.
The new field was formally opened on
10th June, 1882, the Grange Club providing the opposition. At the luncheon,
Captain Sime of Thornidean presided,
and in a few remarks referred to the
steps that had been taken to secure the
field. The cost of £600 had been entirely
defrayed by subscription, Mr Scott of
Gala heading the list with £200, and contributions from several manufacturing
firms had been received of £30 to £15.
The field extended to eight acres, and
the report states there was ample room
for spectators. The Volunteer brass band
discoursed music; during the afternoon,
but the weather was not too kind, as
several drenching showers caused considerable discomfort to the large crowd
of spectators who were present.
As this was rather an important event
in the history of the Club, the scores are
given herewith, and one observes in the
report of the match as notable features.
the bowling of T. Fairgrieve and J.
Messer (a young promising player), the
fielding of W. Mack, and the batting of.
Harry Murray.
Gala.
W. Mack, run out, 5; A. M. Grieve, b Macnair, 2; W. Wear, b Graham, 7; Smith (prof.),
c Lang, b Macnair, 5; W. S. Brown, b Graham,
0; T. Fairgrieve (capt.) ,b Worsley, 10; H. S.
Murray, not out, 22; J. Hay, b Worsley, 0; T.
Douglas, b Worsley, 0; J. Buchan, c Fleming,
b Worsley, 3; , J. Messer, b Worsley, 0; extras,
2. Total-56.
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Grange.
W. E. Maclagan, lbw, b Smith, 13; Gardner,
b Messer, 25; W. H. Lang, c Hay, b Smith, 6;
Paterson, c Buchan, b Messer, 30; T. R. Fleming, c Buchan, b Fairgrieve
20; Hildyard, c
Grieve, b Messer, 9; J. H. S. Graham, b Fairgrieve, 0; G. R. Macnair, b Fairgrieve, 2;
Worsley, b Fairgrieve, 8; H. Patten, not out,
5; J. H. Macnair, c and b Fairgrieve, 6; extras,
2. Total-126.

The other matches arranged for Mossi.lee that year were also interfered with
by weather, the match with the Institution encountering a thunderstorm, and
the return match with Selkirk was put
off for rain.
In August a match was played with
Hawick for the benefit of Smith, the professional, who had supervised the turfing
of the ground. In this match Gala scored
144 (A. M. Grieve 65), while Hawick
replied with 106 for the fall of three
wickets.
Matches also took place with
Dalkeith and the Royal High School F.P.
As the Gala Club vacated the ground
on the Abbotsford Road, the field then
became a public park.
From a letter that appeared in the
press, one learns that a good deal of lurid
language was used amongst the cricketers
in the park, and the writer suggests that
one would have thought one of the
matches was being played between two
tribes whose names were Damurise and
Blastyereen, so frequently did the expressions occur in the course of the game.
The change of the playing field to
Mossilee indicates an important step in
the history of the Club.
Many times it
will have been asked why Mossilee
should have been chosen for a cricket
field, but it is only fair to assume that
efforts to secure a more central site had
been made and failed.
The exposed position of the ground has
often been the subject of comment, but
on a good day the field has its advantages, and, after all, no ground is particularly pleasant for the game of cricket
in stormy and wet weather.. Cricket, it
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has been said with truth, besides being
a good summer game, is a game for a
good summer.
The batting and bowling analyses
which have been given show that in the
public park the bowler had considerable
assistance, and some improvement in
ground conditions were essential to improve the standard of play.
Even in
England, the home of the game, conditions had greatly improved since 1853.
In that year the common method of
bowling was underhand, but with the
increased speed obtained by the adoption of the overarm attack, batting became a dangerous pastime.
In the Badminton book on cricket, reference is made to a match at Lords
where Dr W. G. Grace made 66 against
the Yorkshire bowlers, Freeman and
Emmett.
Grace was so often hit that
Emmett remarked "he did not think the
Doctor had a sound square inch of flesh
left on his body."
If such was the condition of the pitch
at Lords, one can only imagine what
obtained
elsewhere,
where
cricketers
would not be so particular.
With the
ground rather uneven, the fast bowler
does not need to bother much, as the
tricks played by the ball depending upon
the side of the bump on which the ball
pitches tests the alertness of the best of
batsmen.
In making comparisons between batting and bowling averages in the old
days, these things must be taken into
consideration.
Uneven ground also is
not conducive to good fielding, and this
must be allowed for, when extras are
considered. To keep these down, a longstop was fielded, as it is rather difficult
for the wicket-keeper to stop an oldfashioned shooter.
The reference to the long-stop reminds
one that the Australian wicket-keeper,
Blackham, who first came with the Australian team in 1878, was the pioneer of
the modern expert who stands up to all
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kinds of bowling, fast or slow.
The
reader will also appreciate the development of the game resulting from the extended fixture list, which took place after
the transfer to Mossilee.
The additional experience resulting
from contact with other and perhaps better teams is the surest way of securing
improvement to those with the seeing
eye and appreciative intelligence.
At the annual meeting of the Club held
at the beginning of 1883 it was reported
that the season promised well.
The
funds were in a satisfactory condition
and the membership, which was nearly
a hundred the previous year, was likely
to be increased. H. S. Murray was appointed captain, and J. Hutsby, from
Eastwood, Notts, had been chosen as
professional.
A fixture list of fourteen
matches had been arranged.
During
May only practice games were engaged
in, and the first match in June was
played against the Merchistonians, the
scores
being:—Gala,
289;
Merchistonians, 39. Hutsby, 5 for 22; Brownlee,
4 for 113. The main contribution to the
Gala score was from A. M. Grieve, who
by good cricket made 121.
The Gala team in this match was:—
H. S. Murray (rapt.), J. S. Murray, A.
M. Grieve, T. Fairgrieve, J. Brownlee,
J. Mercer, T. Riddell, W. Wear, T.
Douglas, R. Heard, and Hutsby (prof.).
The impetus given to the Club by removal to Mossilee was indicated by an
increased public interest in the game. In
the match with Selkirk it is reported that
there was 700 to 800 spectators present,
and as several hundred had travelled from
Selkirk to see the game, considerable
heated arguments took place.
Gala made 122, a last wicket stand between H. S. Murray (not out 30) and
J. Buchan (27) raising the score from
76 to 122.
Selkirk replied with 93 for
9 wickets, and one can almost hear what
the Gala spectators would say of that
result.

A. M. Grieve was in great form this
year (1883), and against Langholm, at
Mossilee, scored 81 not out, the Gala
score being 135. Langholm replied with
50, Hutsby taking 7 wickets for 19 runs.
In the return match at Langholm, Gala
made 186 (A. M. Grieve 105 not out),
the home team replying with 99.
The following day, at Carlisle, the
strain of Friday's match seemed to have
been too much, as Gala were all out for
X15 runs, the bowling of Bell and Critchley
being too much for them.
Carlisle replied with 120.
The second match -at Selkirk was characterised by low scoring.
Selkirk for
two innings scored 55 and 57; while Gala
had 52 and 25 for 2 wickets.
The report of this match refers to the
language used by the spectators, which
seemed to be more forcible than polite.
The report of the season gives 4 wins,
2 drains, 4 losses. A. M. Grieve was an
easy first in batting, with an average of
55-447 runs for 8 completed innings,
T. Riddell coming next with an average
of 12. Hutsby topped the bowling with
44 wickets for 297 runs, the other bowlers
being J. Brownlee, A. M. Grieve, and
W. S. Brown.
In 1884 Gala again opened with a win
over the Merchistonians, the latter scoring 68 and Gala 148 (H. S. Murray 63
not out) . They also beat Selkirk twice,
the scores in one match being:—Gala,
147; Selkirk 145. While in the next the
scores were:—Gala, 141 (A. M. Grieve
55) ;Selkirk, 83.
In the match at Hawick the local team
scored 117.
Gala had 5 wickets down
for 17 when W. S. Brown joined A. M.
Grieve and put Gala on top with 127 for
6 wickets.
A. M. scoring 64 not out,
and Sorley 40..
The new pavilion at Mossilee was
opened at the second Selkirk match on
23rd August. The result was as stated
above, A. M. Grieve, besides scoring 55,
taking 5 for. 26.
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Quite a notable event which stimulated
considerable interest in cricket in the district, took place when the cricket ground
at .Huntly Burn was opened on 21st July.
This ground had been prepared by that
great cricket enthusiast, the Hon. J. C.
Maxwell-Scott, and the Gala Club were
invited to open the ground with a match
against the Abbotsford team.
The scores were:—Gala, 138; Abbotsford, 101.
Quite a number of good
matches were played there during the
season, notably one between Roxburgh
County (1411 and 59) and Abbotsford
(149 and 58 for 3 wickets) .
These matches seem to have been very
enjoyable, beginning at 11 a.m. and finishing at 6.30 p.m., lunch and tea being
provided to all the players.
The Gala
record for the year was 5 wins, 4 losses,
and 1 draw. A. M. Grieve again was at
the top of the batting averages with 35,
but there is a noticeable improvement in
the rest of the team, H. S. Murray having 20, and seven players had double
figure averages.
Hutsby was again at the top of the
bowling with 45 wickets at an average
of 8.4 runs. Hutsby left Gala at the end
of this season and went to the Lasswade
Club, which at that time was a strong
combination well supported by the Caldwell family, four of whom played in the
side.
A fair amount of interest in the game
is observed in the town at this period,
matches taking place in the Public Park
between different factories.
There was
also a good second eleven', and other
clubs mentioned are Ladhope and Waverley. One notes a match between Waverley and Selkirk 2nd, when the scores
were:—Waverlev, 59 (R. Brownlee 15) ;
Selkirk, 24 (J. Ward 4 for 12, T. Crerar
5 for 10) .
At the annual meeting of the Gala
Club held in March, 1885, H. S. Murray
was appointed captain and A. Fairgrieve
secretary. It was agreed to hold a bazaar
in October to clear the deficit on the new
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pavilion, and M. Burrows, Yorkshire, it
was stated, had been engaged as a professional.
This player had played once
or twice with Yorkshire County team in
1880-81, and was an aggressive batsman
and fast medium bowler. After playing
once or twice it was discovered he was
born in Derbyshire, and so was discarded
by the Yorkshire committee.
He also
played Rugby for Holbeck, but died in
1893 from tuberculosis, aged 37 years.
The first match this year with Lasswade was stopped by rain, but the next
Saturday a most exciting match took
place
against
Hawick.
The home team, batting first in the
match against Hawick, made 39 runs,
to which Gala replied with 42, thanks
mainly to T. Douglas, who played right
through the Gala innings for 20 not out.
A. M. Grieve had 6 for 23, and Burrows
3 for 14.
The match with Selkirk at Mossilee
also provided some entertainment.
Selkirk batted first and scored 108.
Gala,
with 4 wickets to fall, only needed 10 runs
to win. Parratt, the Selkirk professional,
despite protests, was allowed to bowl two
overs in succession. The Gala batsmen,
evidently overcome by emotion, succumbed badly and were all out for 103.
. On appeal to the M.C.C., that body
agreed that Parratt's action was contrary
to rule.
It is on record that at Lords
in 1890, when Turner (the Terror), Australia, proceeded to bowl two overs in
succession, Dr W. G. Grace made such
vigorous protest that the bowler never
finished his run to the wicket. W. W.
Armstrong was, however, allowed to
follow the precedent of Parratt at Manchester in 1921.
1885 was a year of great cricket activity on the Borders.
A strong M.C.C.
team played a South eleven at Hawick,
and a match against an Abbotsford eleven
at Huntly Burn. The Abbotsford match
was spoiled by rain, but at Hawick there
was some scoring done by the M.C.C.
To the score of 521 the main contributors
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were:—Flowers,
120;
Barnes,
96;
Walker, 71; Attewell, 69; Earl of Dalkeith, 70.
Besides these players, the
team included Appleby and Wheeler,
well-known English players, also Asher
and Marshall of the Grange.
The Border eleven replied with 99
(Montgomery 43) and 52 for 2 wickets.
Burrows in the second innings hit Flowers
off successive balls for 4, 6, 4, and had
29 not out.
At Huntly Burn there was great cricket
activity in July and August, and one notes
a very exciting match when Abbotsford
made 101 against Gala. With seven runs
to make, amid much excitement the last
man, D. Tod, joined T. Douglas.
D.
Todd, after making the winning hit, was
bowled, the Gala score being 102.
Not only at Huntly Burn, but also at
Monteviot and the Glen, several good
matches took place with leading guest
players on either side.
At Monteviot, Lord Ancrum was a
great enthusiast, and in the Glen teams
one notes the names of Herbert Gladstone, Edward Tennant, and Hon. A.
Lyttleton.
There was also considerable cricket
activity at Langholm, and one notes a
match against Carlisle where the Langholm team had three members of the
Buccleuch family and three professionals
—Wheeler, Pike, and Buckland.
Junior teams also flourished in the
town, the names appearing in the reports
being the Union, Ladhope, Galabank,
Birks, and Ladhope Union Clubs.
In a match at Innerleithen against the
local team one notes a Union win with
scores:—Union, 64 (R. Brownlee 26) ;
Innerleithen, 40.
During the season Gala played 19
matches, won 9, lost 7, drew 3.
Burrows headed the batting averages with an
average of 17.6, A. M. Grieve being
second with 16.5. In bowling, Burrows
had 90 wickets at 8.4 runs per wicket,

followed by A. M. Grieve and J. Brownlee, 35 wickets each at 11 runs per
wicket.
On October 15th, 16th and 17th of this
year a bazaar was held, opened on the
first day by Sir Charles Tennant of the
Glen, and on the second day by Mr
Elliot, Wolfelee.
The sum of nearly
£700 was realised.
The season of 1886 was opened in May
with a match between teams chosen by
the captain (H. S. Murray) and the
secretary (A. Fairgrieve) ;
In the month of June a match was
played against Merchiston, where Burrows performed the remarkable feat of
taking 8 wickets for no runs. Gala batted
first and, thanks to a late stand by T.
Douglas (not out 31) and A. Clark (26) ,
scored 101 runs.
The Gala team on this occasion was:—
H. S. Murray, T. Fairgrieve, J. Mercer,
J. Brownlee, W. S. Brown, Adam Clark,
I. Douglas, A. Fairgrieve, A. Ballantyne, A. Brunton.
The Merchiston score was as follows:
D. C. Greenlees, b Burrows .., ...
F. C. Jones, b Burrows ... ... ... ...
H. N. Lonev, b Burrows ... ... ... ...
W. J. Reid, c Clark, b Burrows ...
H. Y. Inglis, run out ... ... ... ... ...
C. E. Dunlop, c Brunton, b Mercer
T. K. Wilson, b Burrows ... ... ...
G. M. Brown, c Mercer, b Burrows
J. G. McNairn, not out ... ... ... ...
R. T. Thomson, b Burrows ... ... ...
H. M. Gray, b Burrows ... ... ... ...

0
8
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
15

In the first match with Hawick this
year Gala were opposed to their old professional, Hutsby, who was largely responsible for the defeat of his old club.
Scores:—Hawick, 134; Gala, 70. Hutsby
8 for 27. At Hawick, however, Gala retaliated and won 150 to 80.
In the Selkirk match at Mossilee scoring was low. Selkirk made 54, and after
a great struggle Gala managed to make
56.
A. M. Grieve, playing under the
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name of T. Brown and bowling underhand, had 7 for 24, but T. McBain, Selkirk, did even better, having 7 for 18.
The form of the team this year was very
uneven, good performances being mixed
with others not so commendable.
Burrows again topped the batting with an
average of 26.5, T. Douglas, H. S.
Murray, and J. Mercer following with
averages of 12; while in bowling the
professional had 70 wickets at 7 per
wicket, followed by A. M. Grieve with
21 at 10 per wicket.
This was the first year of the Factory
Cup competition, which, according to a
press report, stood sixteen inches high
and held four pints.
The competition
created considerable interest, and in the
final Gala Mill, 117, beat Mid Mill, 54.
In the vear 1887 A. 1q. Grieve was
appointed Captain and Hewitson, a slow
left-arm bowler, was the new professional, and besides being a cricketer he
also played for the Bolton Wanderers
football team.
May of this year was a
very wct month and not much cricket
was played till the month of June.
In a match against Merchiston, in
Edinburgh, the report states the country
club was defeated despite a dour defensive innings of one hour's duration by
J. D. Pollock for 10 runs. The Brunswick Club visited Mossilee this year, and
again J. D. displaycd wonderful patience,
going in first and playing a not out
innings of 9 runs out of a total of 33.
Brunswick scored 122.
H. S. Murray and T. Douglas retired
this year, but in a match against Hexham
one notes the name of W. S. Jenkins.
Huntly Burn was again a great hive
of cricket activity in the months of July,
August and September, and several wellknown cricketers appeared in the various
teams.
Considerable activity was also shown
by the various junior teams, and the
Factory Cup was won by Tweed Mill,
who in the final tie scored 115 against
Netherdale, who made 95.
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Gala finished the season with 6 wins,
7 losses, 3 draws. A. M. Grieve headed
the batting list with an average of 22.5,
T. Fairgrieve being second with 18. In
bowling, the wickets were well shared
—J. Mercer at the top with 30 wickets
at 6. 1, J. Ward second with 31 wickets
at 6.7, J. Brownlee third with 30 wickets
at 9.2, while Hewitson had 55 wickets
at 9.9 runs per wicket.
At the meeting in March, 11888, A. M.
Grieve was appointed captain, W. S.
Brown vice-captain, while T. Wallbank,
Thornton, Bradford, had been chosen as
professional.
He had been professional
at Tynemouth, Bingley, Keighley and
Thornton, and was reported to be a good
fast right-arm bowler and -a fair bat.
It is also noted that this year Burrows
was engaged with Selkirk, and in the
first match against Gala was rather hard
on his old associates, the scores being:
—Selkirk, 114; Gala, 41 (Burrows 6 for
25) . Later in the season, however, Gala
retaliated and won:—Gala, 95; Selkirk,
46 (Wallbank 5 for 23, J. Ward 5 for
22).
Judging by reports, Gala rather surprised authorities when they scored 191
against Hawick.
T. Fairgrieve had 90
and A. M. Grieve 49.
Hawick replied
with 103 for 5.
At the return match at Galashiels the
match had an early termination. A. M.
Grieve, coming in at the fall of the second
wicket, was given out lbw by the Hawick
umpire. This seemed to be only one of
a long list of grievances against that
official, and while accepting the decision,
the Gala captain suggested the removal
of the umpire. The Hawick captain de
clined to agree to this request and the
snatch terminated.
In the report of the season in a local
paper it is stated that by leaving the field
Hawick lost the match, as such was the
result when at Derby Mr Hornby withdrew his team from the field. One can
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almost detect the author of this theory,
which does seem to ignore what led up
to the withdrawal of the Hawick team.
Several very low scoring matches are
noted during the season, which was a
very wet one. This is. shown in the batting and bowling averages, J. Mercer
leading in the batting with an average
of 17.8, A. M. Grieve being second with
16.
In bowling, Wallbank had 44 wickets at an average of 6 per wicket, and
J. Ward 28 at 6.6 runs per wicket.
Gala won 6, lost 6, and drew 2 matches.
In the Factory Cup final Netherdale
beat Tweed Mill this year-43 for 3 to
40.
Some enthusiastic cricketers must have
left the town and gone to America, as
in the local press appears reports of
matches this vear sometimes with the
rather high-sounding title of England v.
Scotland.
In confirmation of the complaint about
the wet season, it may be pointed out
that this was the year when the great
Australian bowler, C. T. B. Turner, collected 314 wickets at 11 runs per wicket
during the Australian tour.
In the year 1889 a very full list of fixtures was arranged, but there was no
match with Hawick. ANT. S. Brown was
captain and Harry Sanderson secretary,
and Nallbank was again professional.
Some changes in personnel are noted
about this time, although several did not
appear very regularly.
Among the new
players one notes the Rev. W. B. Stevenson and Rev. W. H. Gray, assistants at
St Paul's, A. W. Clark, Joe Ward, and
A. H. Jenkins, but that useful bowler,
T Ward, did not play much this year.
In August the Gala team were the victims of a remarkable bowling performance at Holyrood, where the Royal High
School F.P., used to play.
The School
batted first and scored 91. Gala had lost
the wickets of J. Mercer (45), Wallbank,
T. Fairgrieve, A. M. Grieve, and A. H.
Jenkins, and required 7 runs to win with
5 wickets to fall.

C. A. White had scored 16 and A. W.
Clark 6, when J. J. Trotter bowled Clark.
He completed his over by bowling W. S.
Brown and J. Hardie, and with his first
two balls of his next over bowled H.
Sanderson and J. Scott, leaving the
R.H.S. victorious by 6 runs.
"Trotter was carried shoulder-high to
the pavilion, and one can only suppose
the Gala players "folded their tents like
the Arabs and silently stole away."
The record of the team this year was
11 wins, 7 draws, and 5 losses.
This
was again a year of low scoring, A. M.
Grieve leading the batting averages with
a modest 17, Wallbank being second with
12.8. The wickets were well distributed,
J. Mercer on the lead with 42 wickets
for 6.2, Wallbank 51 at 6.8, A. M. Grieve
48 at 7.2, J. Scott 33 at 7.7.
The leading junior teams about this
period were the Hawthorn and Caledonian, while the final of the Factory
Cup resulted—Ladhope 'Mill, 70; Gala
Mill, 59.
The season at AIossilee was finished
with a match between teams of Ancients
captained by T. Riddell and Captain
Fairbairn.
Eighteen a side was played,
and one observes among other wellknown old-timers J. Boothroyd, J. Hav,
W. and D. Thomson, A. Todd, R. Wood,
J. Connell, and M. Gilmartin. After the
match a social evening was held in the
Douglas Hotel—W. S. Brown in the
chair—when a pleasant evening was
spent with song and story.
At the meeting of members in October,
the financial statement showed an income
of £81 9s 7d, the main items being £20
7s 6d members' subscriptions, £20 15s
4d gates, and £6 17s season tickets.
In expenditure one notes professional
wages £37 7s 5d, probably £2 per week
and rail fare.
"There was a credit balance of 3/6, and •V. S. Brown made an
appeal for more public support.
The
following April a concert was held, at
which there was a good attendance, which
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helped to put the
stable position.

treasurer

in

a more

In 1890, twenty fixtures were arranged
and Gala had the assistance this year of
the Selkirk bowler, R. Harvey.
This
was also the year in which the batting
side was given the option of applying the
closure . Gala first put this new rule into
operation against the Stewartonians at
Mossilee, when after a late start Gala'
closed after scoring 87 for 3 wickets.
The
Stewartonians,
however,
averted
defeat by scoring 38 for the fall of 5
wickets.
Gala were also in the happy position
of being able to apply the new rule
against Selkirk , declaring with 138 for
8 wickets.
Selkirk just managed to
evade defeat, scoring 45 for 8 wickets.
A match was played in Edinburgh this
year between Edinburgh and the South.
Edinburgh scored 355 for 7 wickets,
Horsburgh 122, Asher 69, R. H. Johnston. 54 being the main scorers.
The
South replied with
112,
A.
Leyden,
Hawick, 47, being top scorer.
There were no matches with Hawick
this year, but A. M. Grieve made an
effort at reconciliation by taking a team
over to play at Hawick.
The wet season is reflected in the results, which shows 9 draws, 6 wins, and _
3 losses.
J. Mercer led the batting with
an average of 24, T. Fairgrieve being
second with 19 ,and Rev .W. B. Stevenson next with 18.
Wallbank headed the
bowling with 50 wickets at 6.1 runs,
Mercer having 40 at 6.6.
A. M. Grieve
was too busy with Gala High School this
year and only played in four matches.
The junior teams, Hawthorn and Caledonian, were still active, and the Factory
Cup was won by Netherdale Mill, the result in the final being :—Netherdale, 89;
Mid Mill, 23.
To cash in on the boom in Brass Band
music, the Cricket Club held a contest at
Mossilee in October , at which the sum
of nearly £50 was realised , and Gala
Band won the contest.
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At the meeting in October, W. S.
Brown was re-elected captain, J. Mercer
vice-captain, and J. Watson secretary.
Members' subscriptions were fixed at
10/-,
apprentices
5/-,
and
honorary
members minimum 5/-.
Wallbank, after three years' service,
was succeeded by H. Langham in season 1891 . Gala resumed fixtures with
Hawick this year, after a lapse of two
years, and also had a visit from the West
of Scotland C.C., who scored 176 for 6
wickets (T. Anderson 100 not out) ;Gala,
55 for 8 wickets.
The matches were
again greatly interfered with by rain,
and the season's record showed wins 5,
losses 7, draws 9. J. Mercer headed both
batting and bowling averages with 26 in
batting and 52 wickets at 8.3, Langham
being second in both departments with
15.9 and 31 wickets at 10.2.
The second eleven distinguished themselves this year by going through the
season undefeated with 7 wins and 2
draws.
An important factor in this
achievement was the bowling of J. Scott,
who took 37 wickets at 2.3 runs per wicket.
Besides Hawthorn and Caledonian,
another junior team of this year was the
Y.M.F.S., and Netherdale again beat
Mid Mill in the Factory Cup final by 39
to 34.
The season of '1892 was opened in April
by a match against 'the Royal High
School, Langham being again the club
professional . Besides being a useful
cricketer,
this
professional
frequently
earns in the press complimentary remarks
on the way he kept the ground.
In the
match against Hawick a heavy mist descended on Mossilee, the conditions being
such that one spectator was heard to remark that he completely "missed" the
match !
The outstanding feature of this season
was the defeat of the Grange at Mossilee.
The Grange, previous to this visit, had
been undefeated, while the performances
of the Gala team had been rather mixed
and did not inspire confidence.

t
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Gala batted first, making 104, A.
Roberts being the chief contributor with
56.
On going in to bat, the Grange
could only collect 50, R. Harvey, being
in deadly form, having 6 wickets for 24
runs, and J. Mercer 2 for 25.
Apart from this performance, the team
during the year did not do very well,
having 5 wins, 6 losses, and 9 draws,
the draws being due to bad weather and
late starts. J. Mercer again headed the
batting averages with 20, while in bowling the top place -v•7as occupied by G. P.
Morrison, but the report of the annual
meeting does not state what number of
wickets he had, and no detailed publication of averages was given this year.
For some reason no competition for
the Factory Cup took place this year.
This is the last year in which the name
of T. Fairgrieve appears at all regularly
E

in the team, after a long spell of service,
having first appeared in the eleven in
1873.
At the annual meeting in October, W.
Fairgrieve was appointed captain, and
James Robertson secretary, and it was
intimated that Webster had been engaged
as professional for 1893, he having been
the successful professional of Eden C.C.
for five years.
In April, 1893, a bazaar was held to
replenish the depleted finances. Provost
Brown presided at the opening ceremony,
which was performed by the Earl o£ Dalkeith, and over £800 was realised.
Unfortunately, owing to bad health,
Webster, the professional, had to resign
at the end of May, and Peter Bell was
appointed to the post about the end of
June.
An effort was made this year to
stimulate interest in the game by playing
some
representative
matches.
Against Edinburgh, the South team made
140 for 7 wickets, the main contributors
being T. McBain, Selkirk, 41; T. Pryde,
Langholm, 33; and W. Fairgrieve, Gala,
23 not out. Edinburgh did not treat the
South bowling with a great deal of re-

spect and scored 146 for 1 wicket—R.
H. Johnston 95 not out, and T. Johnston 41 not out.
Owing to professional difficulties, Gala
had not a very successful season, their
record showing 5 wins, 9 losses, and 5
draw.
A. M. Grieve, turning out late
in the season, had an average of 32 for
7 innings, J. Mercer having 17.8 for 17
innings. In bowling, Bell had 35 wickets
at 11 per wicket, and J. Mercer 42 wickets at 13 each.
There was again no
Factory Cup competition this year..
In 1894, W. Fairgrieve was again captain, and Peter Bell professional.
Melrose Club had been reconstituted and
secured a new ground at Darnick Vale,
the field being rented from Mr Kidd,
Lowood. The reconstituted club formed
the opposition for Gala in the first match
at Mossilee, but rain prevented the
matches against Hawick and Selkirk being played early in the season.
During the August holidays this year
Gala undertook a tour, playing Perthshire, Forfarshire, and Dalkeith.
One
notes in the Perthshire team Haigh as
professional, who later became famous
as the Yorkshire bowler. Gala again defeated the Grange this year at Mossilee
by 172 to 112.
At one period this season J. Mercer
was in great form, scoring 1109 against
Dalkeith, 97 against Carlton, and 80
against Kelso. At the end of the season,
however, the batting suffered from collapse, as against Selkirk, Kelso, and
Hawick the scores were 40, 40, and 57..
Of the twenty-four matches arranged, 5
were off, 1 abandoned, 8 won, 6 lost, and
4 drawn.
J. Mercer topped the batting
with 27, A. M. Grieve second with 15.7,
both having 18 innings.
In bowling,
Bell had 38 wickets at 7.8 runs, Mercer
50 at 9.2, Grieve 48 at 10.1.
Gala 2nd were again undefeated this
year, but had rather a limited card-5
matches put off, 2 abandoned, 4 won, and
3 drawn.
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There was again no Factory Cup competition in 1894, but a competition took
place, organised by a special committee,
the winning team receiving medals. All
the ties were played in the Public Park,
and in the final Botany Mill defeated
Ianghaugh Mill by 54 to 40.
As the
pitches in the Park were not of the best,
the bowlers generally had the best of
the encounters, J. Scott being deadly for
Botany and the brothers Turnbull for
Langhaugh.
At the annual meeting of the Gala
Club in October, a £19 deficit was reported.
W. Fairgrieve was re-elected
captain, and Adam Henderson secretary.
In season 1895, Gala engaged Goulder
as professional, and the team started in
good style, but sagged badly ere the
season was finished, concluding with 8
wins, 7 losses, and 3 draws.
A Border Cricket League vas` started
this year with five clubs—Gala, Hawick,
Kelso, Melrose, and Selkirk.
At one
time Gala 'looked likely winners, but near
the end of the season were defeated by
Hawick, Selkirk, and Kelso, and Selkirk
ultimately won, defeating Hawick in the
last match by one run-115 to 114.
The leading batsman this year was
again J. Mercer, scoring 525 runs in 19
innings, with an average of 32.6 for 16
completed innings.
The remark in a
local newspaper that the team's success
depended largely on Mercer is rather
borne out by the averages, as W. Fairgrieve came next with 13.6. Mercer also
had some good bowling performances,
finishing with 57 wickets at 9.8, Goulder
having 56 at 10.4.
The second eleven
had again a good season, winning 7 and
losing 1.
The Factory Cup ties were resumed
this year, the winners being Waukrigg
Mill, who defeated the Skinworks in the
final by 96 to 44. R. C. Rae was an important-asset on the Waukrigg side, scoring 41 and taking 5 wickets in the final
tie. An important event in the history of
the club occurred at end of season 1895.
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As the local paper states, in the match
at Melrose, Gala tried a young professional from Kirkheaton, Huddersfield,
named Rhodes, who bowled slow left
hand and batted right. Gala scored 46,
Rhodes having 6 runs, and Melrose replied with 22, Mercer taking 7 wickets
for 8 runs, and Rhodes 2 wickets for 11.
Going in a second time, Gala did rather
better and Rhodes scored 19 runs. Despite his modest contributions to the success of his side, Rhodes made a favourable impression and was engaged as professional for next season, starting his
duties in May, 1896.
The coming of Rhodes and the improved form displayed by the other
players led to one of the most successful
seasons enjoyed by the Club for several
years, and the consequent increase of
interest and support for the game.
The first eleven started strongly, meeting their first reverse against the Grange
at Edinburgh. They recovered from this
relapse, and the only other defeat sustained was when the Grange again beat
them in a low scoring match at Mossilee.
They won the Border League without
difficulty, with 6 wins and 2 draws, and
finished the season with 13 wins, 4 draws,
and 2 losses. A. M. Grieve headed the
batting with 28.6, his best score being
105 not out against Hawick, Rhodes being second with 24.6, Mercer being at
his heels with 24.5. As showing the improved form of the side, there were nine
batsmen with a double figure average,
while in bowling C. Whitton was at the
top with 23 wickets at 7.21; Rhodes, 92
wickets at 7.23; A. M. Grieve, 36 at 8.4;
and J. '_Mercer, 31 at 9.4.
The second eleven Avon 4, lost 2, drew
5; and the Factory Cup was again won
by Waukrigg, who defeated Comely
Bank in the final by 73 to 61.
It may be of interest to give the names
of those who played with a fair amount
of regularity in 1896 as showing the
change in personnel:—A. M. Grieve, J.
Mercer, A. Fairgrieve, J. Brownlee,

i
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Rev. W. S. Jenkins, W. Fairgrieve, G.
P. Morrison, A. W. Clark, C. Whitton,
J. Kerr, W. H. Inglis, W. Donald, C.
Currie, and Rhodes.
In 1897 Rhodes was again professional,
but the team this year was not so successful, the general form of the players
being rather uneven.
A. Fairgrieve was captain and C.
Currie secretary.
Early in the season
Hawick defeated Gala at Hawick.
A
notable absentee from the Hawick team
was Hutsby, who had been professional
for ten years.
It is curious to note the low scoring
in the Selkirk games.
In the match at
Gala the scores were Selkirk, 88, Gala
68; and at Selkirk, Selkirk 71, Gala 37.
The Gala players seemed to have difficulty in dealing with the fast bowling of
Firth and Inglis, and in the match at
Selkirk, Firth had 8 wickets for 13 runs,
while Rhodes had 9 for 32.
J. Mercer was in great form this year
and had several notable scores. Against
Arbroath United he had 137 not out, and
against Melrose 134 not out.
With
Tynedale as opposition at Mossilee, he
had a partnership with Rhodes, scoring
78 not out, while Rhodes had 41 not out.
While the following day, against Royal
High School, Mercer had 95 run out,
and Rhodes 65 not out, the score being
178 for 1 wicket.
Mercer finished the
season with an aggregate of 829 runs for
19 innings, four times not out, an average of 55.2 runs per innings.
Rhodes came second in the batting list
with an average of 24.9, A. Fairgrieve
next with 15. Rhodes headed the bowling with 77 wickets at 6.9 runs per wicket, Mercer being second with 38 wickets
at 7.7.
The ,record of the side for the
year was 9 wins, 5 draws, and 5 losses;
while the second eleven won 7, lost 3,
drew 3.
The Border League was won
by Selkirk, Gala being second. The Factory Cup final resulted: —Netherdale, 57;
Waverley Ironworks, 19.

At the Club meeting in October it was
stated that members' fees for the year
amounted to £34 17/-, and gates £37
14s 3d, and the main item of expenditure
was professional's wages, £45.
Rhodes terminated his engagement this
year, and as successor was chosen J.
Horton of Bulwell, Notts, who had been
a few years with the Kendal Club.
He
was described as a fast bowler and a
fair bat. It is interesting to note a considerable increase in playing members
about the period 1896-97. The Hawthorn
and Caledonian Clubs had faded out and
several players from these had joined the
Gala Club, such as E. Brunton, J. Harvey, and A. Shiel.
Others who joined
about this period were R. L. Henderson,
W. Fox, and R. A. Anderson.
In the year 1898 the Rev. W. S. Jenkins was appointed captain and W. T.
Scott secretary. The season started with
a win over Jedburgh, but only other two
snatches were won during the season-Melrose and Arbroath United—the final
record reading: 3 wins, 5 draws, and 42
lost.
Horton terminated his engagement at the end of June.
Several times
quite good scores were made, but the
bowling seemed to be very ineffective,
and quite frequently in the reports of
matches reference is made to the poor
fielding of the team, one press correspondent of a statistical turn of mind estimating that on an average five catches
per match were missed.
In the match against the Grange, Gala
made 212 (Mercer 107) ,but the Grange
replied with 266 for 4 wickets (E. S. Balfour 93, A. G. G. Asher 85 not out) .
In the August holiday fixture, Berwick
made 315 for 3 wickets (W. Robertson
117 and J. A. Miller 108 not out) . Looking over the averages, one is struck
with the lengthy list of batsmen and
bowlers, the name of J. Mercer again
leading the batting with an average of
32 runs. C. W. Brown appears on the
list for the first time, and W. Fox led
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the long list of bowlers with 14 wickets
at an average of 11 runs.
The second eleven did much better,
winning the second eleven Border League,
which seemed to have a short life, as it
is not mentioned the following year.
The second in all matches won 7, drew 2,
and lost 3.
The Factory Cup final this year resulted in Comely Bank defeating Wheatlands Mill by 86 to 54.
From the local press one can gather
that failure of the Gala team to win
matches was counterbalanced by the
wonderful success of Rhodes, who had
immediately found a place in the Yorkshire team.
The retiral of Peel created
a vacancy for a slow left arm bowler,
and the opportunity had been readily
grasped by Rhodes. Backed up by good
fielding, Rhodes at once demonstrated
his capacity to take advantage when the
conditions suited his bowling, and even
in his first season in first class cricket
was responsible for several good performances. The result was that in Galashiels it was not uncommon to find enthusiastic supporters of the Yorkshire
cricketer who had never seen him performing at Mossilee, and who perhaps
took more interest in the English County
Championship
than
in
local
cricket.
Rhodes, however, never let his supporters
down, as besides developing his bowling
talents he ultimately became good enough
as a batsman to go in first for England
in Test matches, maintaining his form
over a long term of years until he retired.
In the year 1899 J. Mercer was again
made captain, and W. T. Scott secretary,
and the professional was another slow
left arm bowler—H. Wooliscroft, from
Charlesworth, Derbyshire.
It is stated that this was his first engagement as. professional and that he
was selected out of twenty-one applications.
Another very important addition to the
team this year was a teacher from Whitby,
F. H. Hoggarth . In the. first match
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against Jedburgh he came to the rescue
of his side , scoring 45 out of 81.
Jedburgh were disposed of for 54, W. Fox
taking five wickets for one run. Against
the Grange at Edinburgh, Mercer and
Hoggarth scored 157 before Hoggarth
was out for 62—an experience not very
common about this time for the Grange.
Mercer went on to score 138 not out,
Gala declaring at 233 for 3 wickets. The
Grange replied with 112 for 2 wickets.
Later in the season J. M. Brown appears in the team, which was another
accession to the batting of the Gala side.
Later in the season R. A. Anderson also
appeared in the team in a week-day
match against the Stewartonians as a
batsman wicketkeeper. +
The season finished with a match
against Selkirk without professionals at
Mossilee.
Gala batted first, scoring 94
(Anderson 34 not out), Selkirk replying
with 87 , Hoggarth having 4 wickets for
20 runs.
To indicate the changing personnel
over a small number of years, it may be
of interest to give the teams in the order
of going in:—Gala-j. Mercer, J. M.
Brown, F. H. Hoggarth, A. M. Grieve,
W. S. Jenkins, A. Fairgrieve, R. A.
Anderson, W. Fair•Zrieve, E. Lees, T.
Baillie, W. Fox.
Selkirk—A. Dryden,
T. McBain, A. Linton, W. Scott, W.
Inglis, G. Linton, W. Robertson, A.
Blacklock, G. Grieve, J. Davidson, J.
Sanderson.
Gala finished the season with 9 wins,
6 draws, and 2 losses, a remarkable
change from the previous year.
The
second eleven record was also good, with
7 wins, 2 draws, and 2 losses.
In the Factory Cup final tie, Mid Mill
defeated Waverley Ironworks by 65 runs
to 53.
The Border League this year for the
Gala Club hardly existed, as both matches
with Hawick were put off for bad
weather , and no matches were played
with Kelso, the only B.L. matches being
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two with Selkirk and with Melrose. J.
Mercer had the fine average of 49, A.
M. Grieve 33, F. H. Hoggarth 28, and
W. S. Jenkins 26. Ernest Lees headed
the ,bowling with 19 wickets at 9.1, F.
H. Hoggarth 20 wickets at 9.6, W. Fox
26 wickets at 10.1.
J. Mercer had 21
wickets and Wooliscroft 22.
So that
the bowling seemed to be varied and
successful.
In the year 1900 Gala were again a
strong-going side, with J. Mercer as
captain and W. T. Scott secretary. The
professional was W. Henson, Notts.
Henson was a fast right-arm bowler,
with a fine upright delivery, and could
vary his pace with an occasional good
off-break. In the opinion of some critics,
his fastest ball did not conform to the
rile which states "the ball must not be
thrown or jerked," and his delivery was
challenged on one or two occasions. The
season was rather a wet one, and rain
caused several matches to be put off and
others interfered with by the bad weather.
Of the 23 matches arranged, 5 were put
off, 11 won, 4 drawn, and 2 lost, one of
the latter without professionals.
F. H.
Hoggarth topped the batting with an
average of 30, J. Mercer being second
with 24.8.
Scoring generally was low,
owing to the number of wet wickets.
In bowling, Henson had a remarkable
season, securing 94 wickets at an average of 3.8 runs per wicket. How completely he dominated the bowling is
shown by the next to him being A. M.
Grieve with 15 wickets at 6.6 runs.
There seems to have been a doubt about
whether or not the Border League existed
this year, as little or no reference is made
to it.
Gala, however, defeated Hawick
and Melrose twice and Selkirk once, the
other match being drawn, so that Gala
were definitely on top in Border cricket
this year.
The second eleven won 6, drew 1, and
lost 3, while in the Factory Cup final
tie Comely Bank defeated Tweed Mill by
82 for 4 wickets to 43.

The professional bowling on the Borders seemed to be very deadly this year,
as in the Scottish averages the three at
the top were—Henson, 94 wickets at 3.8;
Barker (Selkirk), 66 wickets at 5.3; and
Shutt (Hawick) ,64 at 5.5. Henson terminated his engagement at the end of
the season, going to Clydesdale, and
Phil Back,
Middlesborough, a wellknown footballer, was appointed as professional in 1901.
The season 1901 was again a very successful one, with W. Fairgrieve as captain. The weather was very much better
and the batting very much improved.
While there. was no Henson among the
bowlers, the all-round work of the team
enabled them to finish with 11 wins, 6
draws, and 2 losses.
F. H. Hoggarth
headed the batting averages with 40.5,
A. M. Grieve second with 31.6, with J.
Mercer third with 25. A. M. Grieve had
the highest score of the season against
the Watsonians, when the scores were:
—Gala, 257 for 7 wickets; Watsonians,
65.
W. Fairgrieve 7 wickets for 49.
In bowling, W. Fairgrieve led with 31
wickets at 11 runs; Bach coming next
with 47 at 13 runs; while other bowlers
had
occasional
good
performances.
While Bach was not very successful
either as a batsman or bowler, his fielding was an example to all, which seemed
to be infectious, as reference is frequently made to the team's smart work in the
field. The second eleven won 5, drew 3,
and lost 6, while the Factory finalists
were:—Merchants, 77; Comely Bank,
81 for 6 wickets.
In 1902, F. H. Hogarth was captain
and the professional was Owen Firth,
who had been with the Selkirk Club in
1897-98.
The results of the season's
work was 8 wins, 8 draws, and 4 losses.
They had, however, the distinction of
being the only club to defeat the Grange
during the season by 196 to 118. The
main contributors to the Gala score were
J. M. Brown 61, F. H. Hoggarth 45,
and J. Mercer 34. For the Grange, A.
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G. G. Asher had 27, and R. H. Johnstone 29.
Firth had 5 wickets for 40,
and W. Fox 3for 43.
Against Gala, at Huntly Burn, R. S.
Darling, Kelso, made 118 out of 212,
while playing against Cupar in August,
W. Fox had the fine an
of 8 wickets.
for 16 runs, Cupar scoring 47.
Perthshire made a tour of the Border
Clubs in August, and when playing Gala
tried out two new professionals, Creighton and Gregson, besides having their
own professional, Smith. Gala made 152,
Perth replying with 117 for 8 wickets.
The season finished on September 22,
when Kirkheaton were played at Mossilee. This was the native place of Hirst
and Rhodes of Yorkshire, both of whom
played in the match.
Rain, however,
interfered and put an early stop to play.
J. Mercer again led the batting this season with an average of 29.7.
A. M.
Grieve and J. M. Brown following with
22 each. In bowling, Firth had 56 wickets at 10.6 runs, W. Fox 24 wickets' at
14.3, and J. Brownlee 23 at 15.6. It is
worthy of note that Andrew Fairgrieve
retired from the playing list this year,
after more than twenty years' service.
The second eleven this year won 4,
drew 2, and lost 2, while the Factory Cup
final resulted:—Gala Mill, 71; Bakers,
41.
In 1903, J. Mercer again captained the
side, and the secretary's duties were in
the hands of A. P. Dorward, W. T.
Scott retiring after several years' service
as secretary and a leading player in the
second
eleven.
The
professional
appointed was L. W. Walton, from Stowon-the-Wold', but after playing in a few
matches he resigned his post, and the
team had to play for a while without
professional
assistance.
This
rather
weakened the bowling, and the record
for the season was not too impressive,
with 5 won, 8 lost, and 7 drawn. F. H.
Hoggarth had scores of 120 against
Kelso and 95 not out against Selkirk,
when the scores were
Selkirk, 146 for
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5 wickets; Gala, 126 for 1. After this
performance Gala defeated Hawick twice,
so finishing on quite a bright note. Gala
had also a good match with the Grange
in Edinburgh, when Henson, who had
gone to Dunfermline, assisted them, the
scores being:—Gala, 164 (F. H. Hoggarth 58) ; Grange, 171 for 9 (R. H.
Johnston 96) . In this match the Grange
Professionals were Pepall and Dennett,
the latter subsequently doing well for
Gloucestershire.
Hoggarth topped the batting this year
(1903) with an average of 37, W. Fairgrieve being next with 15. Of the regular bowlers, W. Fairgrieve had 49 wickets at 9.5 runs, W. Fox 42 at 10.7, and
J. Brownlee 29 at 12.7. The latter, after
good and faithful service for a long term
of years, retired from the game at the
end of this season. During this season
Hoggarth was chosen to play for Scotland, first against G. L. Jessop's XI.,
and also against the Philadelphians;
while South teams played matches at
Selkirk against a North of Ireland eleven
and Lancashire. Gala tried several professionals during the season, finally fixing on Oakworth Hall from Keighley for
season 1904.
Gala second eleven this year had a tour
during the August holidays, playing two
matches" at Perth, and finished the season with 7 wins, 2 losses, 3 draws. - The
Factory Cup had new winners this year,
Galabank Mill beating Buckholm Mill in
the final by 82 to 30.
J. Brownlee, in
the final, was in deadly form for Galabank, securing 7 wickets for a small
number of runs.
J. Mercer was captain again in 1904,
with R. L. Henderson acting as secretary. The season's efforts resulted in 9
won, 9• lost, 4 draws, and one tie with
Selkirk, 146 each. Only one match was
put off during the season, showing the
weather to have been very kind. Though
the record for the year was not very impressive, several events took place this
year which must be noted by the cricket
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historian.
This was the last year that
J. Mercer played for Gala, after a long
and distinguished career beginning with
the first match at Mossilee in June, 1882.
He first headed the batting averages in
1888, and was again at the top this year
with an average of 28.4 per innings.
Surveying his record, one is struck with
his consistent form year after year when
he not only dominated the batting but
generally had a good number of wickets
to his credit as a bowler. His continuity
of service and loyalty to the club also
deserves special mention, as he missed
very few matches in the course of his
career. To the selection committee and
the secretary he was the ideal player and
was always ready when wanted. He was
a batsman of the forceful type, hitting
hard and timing correctly. He never discoursed much on the theory of the game,
or proffered advice to other players, but
by example indicated his belief in constant practice as the way to proficiency
in the game. He had not much patience
with what might be called the frills of
the game, but believed in hitting hard
and as often as the bowler gave the
opportunity.
The year of Mercer's retiral was also
the first rear that John Greive played for
Gala, making-the first -of his 50's in June,
1904, against Peebles County Club. He
left Gala in 190S, playing thereafter with
the Poloc Club, beginning his long service with the Selkirk Club after the last
war.
1904 was also the first year that
R. A. Anderson appears on the bowling
list, when he headed the averages with
16 wickets at 7.6 runs, Hall bein g
- second
with 73 wickets at 10.1.
F. H. Hoggarth was second to Mercer with an
average of 21.5.
In 1904 all the Border Clubs were favoured with a visit from the M.C.C. The
team from the premier club was sponsored by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, who
at that time was Unionist candidate for
the Border Burghs. The team was not
a very strong one, but was good enough

to beat all the Border clubs, as well as
win the match against a South eleven,
the scores being :
—M.C.C., 221;, South,
107 and 1106.
The'second eleven this year had a full
list of fixtures and won 7, drew 7, lost
6; while in the final of the Factory Cup,
Comely Bank (68) beat Valley Mill (57).
For season 1905, C. W. Brown was
captain and R. L. Henderson secretary.
A good list of fixtures was arranged and
O. Hall was again professional.
The
form of the team was rather variable,
but in June a record score was made
against the Watsonians at Mossilee.
After disposing of the visitors for 87,
Gala proceeded to make 328 for the loss
of 4 wickets, F. H. Hoggarth scoring
123, J. M. Brown, 117, and W. Fairgrieve 61.
The latter was also among
the century makers this year, scoring 101
not out against Edinburgh University
earlier in the season.
A most exciting match was played at
Mossilee against Selkirk without professionals.
Selkirk made 109 (Anderson 5
for 27).
Gala had 8 wickets down for
58 runs when R. S. Sanderson joined R.
A: Anderson.
With the score at 82 ,
Sanderson was run out and the last man,
N. McCrirriek, came in with 27 runs to
make.
The score gradually mounted to
109, when Anderson, who had collected
39, was given out lbw by the Selkirk professional, who was standing umpire; a
decision, needless to state, which was
greatly appreciated by the Gala spectators!
The record for the year was 7 wins,
7 draws, 6 losses.
There were eleven
players with double figure averages, J.
M.. Brown leading with 32, F. H. Hoggarth next with 31.6, and W. Fairgrieve
third with 25.
Hoggarth headed the
bowling with 17 wickets at 9.7 runs, his
best performance being against Peebles
County, when he had 7 wickets for 7
runs.
Hall was second with 50 wickets
at 10.4, while in the third place was H.
Booth, a good cricketer from Slaithwaite,
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who had 32 for 12 per wicket.
The
second eleven this year won 3, lost 7,
drew 7, while the Factory Cup was won
by Botany Mill, 159 (D. Nichol 77), who
beat Netherdale, 93 (D. Nichol 7 for 29),
in the final tie.
In 1906, Gala decided to try the experiment of playing without professional
aid, C. W. Brown being re-elected captain, with R. L. Henderson secretary.
Something must have gone wrong with
the team organisation in the first match,
as Gala turned up at Hawick three men
short and were defeated.
The following Saturday a win was recorded, Melrose being put out for 17
(Anderson 6 for 8, Booth 4 for 7) ;while
the next two Saturdays rain was the deciding factor.
Throughout the season
form fluctuated badly.
Against Brunswick, 53, Gala made 167 for 6 wickets
(J. Greive 98) ,while against Watsonians,
41 (W. Fairgrieve 6 for 15) ,Gala made
208 for 8 wickets (J. Greive 68, R. A.
Anderson 63 not out) . Playing against
Tynemouth, Gala made 90, but put the
opposition out for 66 (Hoggarth 7 for
14) . Against Hawick, 92, Gala made
227 for 5 (F. H. Hoggarth 120), while
the same player, playing for Selkirkshire,
223, against Roxburghshire, 106, made
117.
He also played in the Scottish
team in Edinburgh against the West
Indians, who were on tour this year.
The Gala record for the year was 8 wins,
2 draws, 9 losses. F. H, Hoggarth led
in the batting with an average of 29.8,
followed by J. Greive 21, R. A. Anderson
18.7, J. M. Brown 18.4.
The main
wicket takers were Hoggarth 31 at 8.3,
Anderson 34 at 10.9, Booth 44 at 12.6.
The second eleven won 3, lost 7, and
drew 3, while the Skinworks, 26 for 1
wicket, easily defeated Gala Mill, 25, in
the final of the Factory Cup ties.
While the playing record of the Gala
Club showed little change from the previous year, the financial aspect was considerably improved, a debit balance of
£42 in 1905 being reduced to £6.
An
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important item showing prices current at
the period gives the professional's wage
in 1905 at 50/- per week, and groundsman in 1906 at 25/- per week.
The
authorities seemed to be pleased with the
experiment, as it was again decided to
do without a professional in 1907, though
one recalls A. M. Grieve being disturbed
about being defeated three times by Selkirk. It no doubt afforded some pleasure
when the results were reversed in the following year.
In 1907 C. W. Brown was again captain, with the secretarial duties in the
hands of A. McLean.
The season was a most peculiar one
from the weather point of view. Of the
first eleven matches on the card, five
were at home, but while all the away
matches were played, all the home
matches were put off because of rain.
It was July 17th before the team played
their first match at Mossilee, but after
that the weather ceased to interfere with
the fixture list.
The team started with wins against
Melrose and Edinburgh University.
In
the .Melrose match the scores were:—
Melrose, 11 (Booth 8 for 5) ; Gala, 30
(H. B. Tod 6 for 13). The first home
match with Poloc was a draw, F. H.
Hoggarth scoring 102; while against
Selkirk the same week he scored 96, the
scores being:—Selkirk, 135; Gala, 223
for 5 wickets.
The following Saturday provided a
good match with Peebles County, who
scored 148, to which Gala replied with
194 for 8 (A. M. Grieve 53, R. L. Henderson 54 not out) . After defeating
Hawick, Laidlaw's XI., and Selkirk, the
winning way came to an abrupt end by
a defeat by St Boswells on the Green,
the scores being:—Gala, 50; St Boswells, 84.
However, there were no more defeats
and the season finished with Gala Border
League Champions and Peebles County
runners-up. The season's results showed
10 wins, 4 draws, and 2 losses—Grange
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and St Boswells. A. M. Grieve, in seven
innings, had an average of 40, while F.
H. Hoggarth, in 12 innings, had an
average of 39.3, followed by R. L. Henderson 25 and John Greive 20.
Hoggarth was this year very severe -on Selkirk, in the three matches having 96, 52,
and 61.
The batting strength of the side may
be recalled by those who remember the
players who were available in 1907—
C. W. Brown (captain), J. M. Brown,
A. M. Grieve, F. H. Hoggarth, H.
Booth, G. Gordon, John Greive, W. Fairgrieve, R. L. Henderson, W. S. Jenkins, J. McDougall, and R. A. Anderson.
The bowling was mainly undertaken
by H. Booth, who had 58 wickets at 6.9,
and R. A. Anderson, who had 41 wickets
at 10.7.
The second eleven this year had also
a good season, winning 6, losing 1, and
drawing 2.
The Factory Cup was won this year
by Buckholm Mill, 122 (J. M. Brown
65), who defeated Waverley Ironworks,
59 (J. Greive 41 not out) in the final
tie.
The fielding of the side was frequently
the subject of favourable comment this
year, and a good and reliable wicketkeeper had been secured in J.
R.
McDougall, this being his first full season in the Club.
The success of the team was reflected
in the finances of the Club, when, despite
the matches put off, the treasurer had a
credit balance of £24 in hand.
In 1908 the Club again did without
professional assistance.
C. W. Brown
was again captain and Andrew McLean
secretary.
The first eleven began in brilliant
fashion, winning the first four matches,
but were unable to maintain such form.
The weather this year was much more
favourable for cricket, this being shown
in the high scoring of opponents as well
as the home team.

In the matches against Peebles County,
for instance, the scores were—Peebles
230, Gala 153; while in the second match
Gala scored 220 and Peebles 272 for 7
wickets.
As the season progressed the weakness
in bowling was revealed, aggravated by
rather poor fielding.
This led the committee to seek professional assistance for
the following year, and A. Beardsworth,
Bradford, was given a trial against Selkirk at Mossilee. Selkirk scored 235, to
which Gala replied with 184 for 8 wickets,
and Beardsworth's share in wickets and
runs led to his being engaged in the
following year.
One of the bright spots of bowling
was performed by F. H. Hoggarth
against the Watsonians. Gala had made
the modest total of 113, to which the
Watsonians had replied with 69 for 2
wickets, when an adjournment was made
for tea.
On resumption,
Hoggarth
secured 7 wickets for 10 runs, and the
Watsonians were out for 109, his final
average reading 7 for 28.
One notes this season the appearance
of the second generation of Mossilee
cricketers in Alex. Fairgrieve and J. S.
Grieve, while late in the season the name
of J. K. Sanderson appears in the team.
Nineteen matches were played during
the year, 6 were won, 6 drawn, and 7
lost. John Greive, who left for Glasgow
during the season, played in six innings
and had an average of 31, F. H. Hoggarth being second with 24.2.
Though no player had a century, the
general level of the batting was good,
six players having averages of over 20,
while thirteen had double figures.
In bowling, Hoggarth had top place
with 15 wickets at 10 per wicket, followed by R. A. Anderson with 54 wickets at 13 per wicket, while H. Booth
had 31 wickets at 21.5 per wicket.
Though the record of the Club was not
very impressive, the batting of the side
was bright and attractive, and only on
two occasions did they fail to reach the
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hundred.
This circumstance probably
accounts for gate receipts of nearly 150
off a threepenny gate.
The second eleven this year won 5,
drew 1, and lost 2; while the winners of
the Factory Cup were Abbots Mill, who
defeated Ladhope Mill.
In 1909 C. W. Brown was again captain and J. S. Grieve secretary.
The
season was started in good style with
three wins in May.
Against Hawick at
Mossilee, the visitors scored 114, to
which Gala replied with 229 for 3 wickets
in two hours' batting, F. H. Hoggarth
scoring 111 not out and R. A. Anderson
51 not out.
At Edinburgh, in June, Gala scored
252 for 7 wickets , several batsmen contributing good quotas. The Grange op ening batsmen, J. C. Murray and Hon. R.
B. Watson, 'went for the runs, scorin100 in forty minutes, after Murray had
been missed when he had scored un• r;:n.
With the opening batsmen away, a
change in tactics had to be made, !h•
Grange being saved from defeat by a
bright display by G. A. Smith, who in
thirty-five minutes scored one run. The
final score was 218 for 7 wickets.
Gala fared rather badly against Selkirk and Peebles this year, Peebl>s
County, who were a strong side at this
period, ultimately winning the Border
League.
Against Whalley Rangers, a touring
side, A. M. Grieve scored 116 not out,
th.- Gala score being 227 for 5 wickets,
to which Whalley replied with 147 for
5 wickets.
Against Leith Caledonian, 248 for 8
wickets, Gala replied with 214 for 5
•.k wkets.
As such scores indicate, the
weather was. good this year and *he
wickets generally hard.
The bowling
mainly devolved on Beardsworth and
Anderson ,and one notes in press reports
that the fielding at times was not too
good . Beardsworth finished with 64
wickets at 12.6 runs, while Anderson had
52 wickets at 15.6.
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In batting, Hoggarth was at his best
with an average of 73.2, followed by A.
M. Grieve with 46.2 and R. A. Anderson
20, while nine other players had double
figure averages.
During the season, Gala won 6, lost 6,
and drew 9 matches.
The second eleven were in good form
this year with '9 wins, 2 draws, and 2
losses.
T.
Elliot had several good
innings and scored 113 against Selkirk
2nd, while W. Fox was in destructive
form with 40 wickets at 2.6 runs, his
high-water mark being the securing of
all ten wickets for 17 runs against Earlston, 8 clean bowled, and including the
hat trick in his bag.
The Factory Cup was won by Waverley Ironworks, 130 (A. B. Neill 61), who
defeated Skinworks in the final, their
score being 32 (J. Harvey 7 for 15) .
In ,
1910 C. W. Brown was again captain, with R. C. Rae secretary and A.
Beardsworth
professional.
This 'was
again a good season for cricket, very
few matches being interfered with by the
weather. The Border League had, however, only four competing teams this
year, Peebles County and Melrose having both withdrawn.
prom reports in the press one gathers
that the captain of the Peebles Club declared at the annual meeting that the
gathering of League points was detririwntal to the spirit of the game and that
he objected to participating in gladiatorial
displays in Whitestone Park.
He also
made some remarks about the Hawick
Club and indicated that they would have
no fixtures with them nett season owing
to certain incidents which he did not
specify.
A prominent Hawick official retaliated
and suggested that references to unsporting conduct did not come too well from
a club which, while professing a contempt for results, climbed to eminence
by a system of veiled professionalism.

fIl
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The reduction of the League to four
teams rather detracted from the interest
in the competition, which was won this
year by Hawick.
The brightest spot in the Gala season
was in July, when they defeated the,
Grange and Selkirk on successive Saturdays.
In the Grange match, the city
team made 133.
Five Gala wickets fell
for 29, when R. L. Henderson 54, Rev.
W. S. Jenkins 27, and J. Mack 32 pulled
the game safely round, Gala ultimately
making 175. Against Selkirk, who made
178, Gala replied with 187 for 3 wickets,
the main contributors being J. M. Brown
80 and F. H. Hoggarth, 58.
Two days later, against Poloc, Gala
made 224 after a poor start, R. A.
Anderson making 96 not out and putting
on with J. Baillie 78 for the eighth
wicket. Poloc effected a draw with 160
for 9 wickets.
In all Gala played 19 matches, won 8,
lost 6, drew 5. F. H. Hoggarth again
led the batting list with an average of
29.5, followed by J. R. McDougall 20.4,
and R. A. Anderson 20. 1, other ten
players having double figure averages.
In bowling Hoggarth also was at the
top with 22 wickets at 11 runs each,
followed by Beardsworth with 68 at 11.1,
H. B. Tod 26 at 12.9, and R. A. Anderson 33 at the rather expensive figure of
18.6.
The second eleven won 4, lost 3, drew
2.
For various reasons 6 matches were
put off during the season. In the Factory
Cup final this year Waverley Ironworks,
163 for 2 wickets (J. Baillie 63 not out,
A. B, Neill 66)', defeated Abbots Mill,
144 (W. Burrell 41, W. Kyle, 44) .
The
Border
League
Championship
finished in a tie between Hawick and
Selkirk, who played a deciding match at
Mossilee in September, with J. Hay and
A. M. Grieve supervising the "gladiatorial display" as umpires.
The result was an easy win for Hawick,
who scored 154 for 8 wickets, to which
Selkirk replied with a modest 40, Smith

(prof.) having 6 for 16 and J. Storrie
4 for 22.
In 1911, C. W. Brown retired after
several years' continuous service as captain, his place being taken by R. A.
Anderson.
R. C. Rae was again secretary, and A. Beardsworth entered upon
his third season as professional.
The season opened with a win at St
Boswells, but the form displayed later
was, as stated by a Press commentator,
indifferent and unreliable.
Some rather
tall scores were made against the side,
indicating a weakness in bowling, despite
the assistance given by D. Beaton, whose
first season it was with Gala.
An outstanding performance he had
this season was against Peebles County,
at Mossilee, when Peebles were disposed
of for 64 runs, Beaton having 8 wickets
for 36 runs.
Gala replied with 212 for
6 wickets, the main contributors being
R. L. Henderson, 68; G. Gordon, 47;
Beardsworth ; 45; and F. H. Hoggarth,
40 not out.
After losing four matches in succession in July, the team recovered somewhat, finishing by defeating the League
Champions, Hawick, the scores being:—
Gala, 208 for 8 wickets (A. M. Grieve
56 ) G. Gordon 42, J. K. Sanderson 37) ;
Hawick, 105.
The Scottish Cricket Union, formed in
1909, paid A. M. Grieve the compliment
this year in making him their president,
and chose the Gala ground at Mossilee
as the venue of the main match of the
season—Scotland v. India.
Unfortunately, the weather was not
too favourable, the last and main day
of the match being rainy, and causing a
premature stoppage.
The scores were:—India, 195 and 165;
Scotland, 250 (T. P. Herriot 80, J. A.
Ferguson 47) and 68 for 3 wickets (R.
G. Tait 42 not out) .
A match was also played this year,
Cumberland
v.
Border
League,
the
scores bein,- :—Cumberland, 185; Border
League, 120.
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The record of the Gala Club for the
year was-6 won, 6 lost, 5 drawn. The
second eleven won 7, lost 3, and drew 3;
while the Factory Cup final resulted:—
Gala Mill, 75; Botany Mill, 63.
F. H. Hoggarth topped the averages
with 30.2, followed by G. Gordon 22,
J. S. Grieve 21.8, J. R. McDougall 21.7.
The latter had the highest score of the
season-74—against Edinburgh University.
D. Beaton headed the bowling
averages with 30 wickets at 15.1, followed by Beardsworth 33 at 18.3, and
Anderson 29 at 19.4. Beardsworth, after
three years' service, left to join the
Clydesdale Club for 1912, his place being
taken by J. W. West from Leicester
County, who had been for a few years
with Paisley Kelburne:
In 1912, R. A. Anderson was again
captain, with R. C. Rae as secretary.
The first eleven started with two wins
against St Boswells and Hawick.
In
the latter match D. Beaton had a good
day. Hawick were dismissed for 91, D.
Beaton having 5 wickets for 8 runs.
Gala had 9 wickets down for 74 when
Beaton joined the Rev. W. S. Jenkins.
Amidst considerable excitement the score
gradually
mounted,
and
ultimately
reached 112, W. S. Jenkins having 27
and D. Beaton 21 not out.
Gala were very decisively beaten this
year by the Grange and Watsomans, but
these were the only matches lost. They
were unbeaten in-the Border League and
beating all the other teams, were champions for the year. Rain interfered with
several snatches this year, and of the 15
played, 6 were won, 7 drawn, and 2 lost.
F. H. Hoggarth again led the batting
with an average of 35, West coming next
with 19.8, followed by eight others with
double figures.
In bowling, West had
35 wickets at 11.8, followed by Hoggarth
15, Anderson 18, and Beaton !15 wickets.
The second eleven won 4, lost 4, and
drew 3; while in the final of the Factory
Cup the scores were:—Waverley Ironworks,
108; Warehousemen, 29.
J.
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Taylor, 5 for 7 runs; A. McLean, 5 for
17.
In a match at Carlisle the Border
League had a good win over Cumberland
County, the scores being:—Cumberland,
103 (
Anderson 5 for 15) . The Border
League lost 6 wickets for 48 runs when
Anderson and Tod became associated,
and the score finally was 117 for 8
wickets ( H. B. Tod 25 not out, R. A.
Anderson 24) . The fielding of the
Border League was particularly good,
J. R. McDougall being outstanding," having one stumped and four catches.
In consequence of his good and consistent
form
as
a wicket-keeper,
McDougall was chosen to play for Scotland against Ireland at Dublin,
in
August.
This being the year of the Triangular
tests, Scotland had also matches with
South Africa and Australia.
As showing the changing personnel, it
may be of interest to give the names of
the players in 1912:—R. A. Anderson
(capt.) ,F. H. Hoggarth, A. M. Grieve,
R. L. Henderson, C. W. Brown, H. B.
Tod, J. K. Sanderson, G. Gordon, A.
Fairgrieve, D. Beaton and West (prof.).
The name of Rev. W. S. Jenkins only
occasionally appears this season, and the
following year he definitely retired, after
many years of valuable service.
On looking over the names of players,
one observes an occasional difficulty in
getting a full side to travel about this
period, and this changing of a side certainly is not conducive to success, unless
the club possesses a strong list of reserves.
A look over the balance sheets of the
Club also indicates a frequent difficulty
of the treasurer in producing a balanced
budget.
The charge for admission at
this period was threepence, but cricket
material was very much cheaper than it
is nowadays, while professionals' wages
seem to have gravitated round about the
modest figure of 45/- per week, with
engagements
extending
from
about
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eighteen to twenty weeks.
The gate
money, one notes, in some years only
amounted to about £20, a figure which
does not permit of many extravagances,
and one which was unlikely to perplex a
treasurer as to how he was to dispose
of his surplus. One item on which a considerable increase is to be noted is rates
and taxes, which in 1912 were only a
quarter of what now requires to be paid,
but even with that advantage, the vagaries of our climate and public interest
makes economical management• of cricket
cfub finance absolutely essential.

bowling averages with 22.2 for batting
and 43 wickets at 10.8, while West was
second in both departments with batting
average of 21.3 and. bowling 36 wickets
at 13.8. The second eleven this year won
4, drew 3, lost 3, while in the Factory
Cup final the result was :—Waverley
Ironworks, 61; Tweed Mill, 67 for 4
wickets (A. Smail 42) .

In 1913 C. W. Brown resumed the
captaincy and Alex. Fairgrieve was appointed secretary.
The season had not
a very cheery opening with'two matches
off, three draws, and three losses in the
first half of the season.
After this gloomy introduction, three
good wins were recorded against Peebles
County,
Grange
and
Watsonians.
Against the Grange, at Raeburn Place,
Gala made 228 runs, these being well
distributed, with McDougall 54, Anderson 38, West 36, Fairgrieve 29.
Five
minutes from time the last Grange wicket
fell with the total at '145. West, backed
up by good fielding, secured 6 wickets
for 54 runs. Against the Watsonians, at
Mossilee, the visitors were disposed of
for 70 (Beaton 3 for 21, Anderson 4 for
17) . Four Gala wickets were down for
17, when Anderson and Tod became associated, and were not' separated till the
match was won.
Tod retired with 33
runs to his credit. After he left, A. Fairgrieve gave a bright display, scoring 36
not out, while Anderson was left with 88
not out when time was up, the final score
being 183 for 5 wickets.
During the season 17 matches were
played, 6 won, 6 drawn, 5. lost, which
may be considered fairly good, considering that F. H. Hoggarth did not play
this year, and Beaton and Gordon were
off most of the season, while A. M.
Grieve played in only three matches. R.
A. Anderson headed both batting and

The feature of this match was a ninth
wicket stand, which added 60 runs, made
by W. Scott, St Boswells, and J. K.
Sanderson, the final scores being:—Rest,
166; Selkirk, 99 (R. A. Anderson 5 for
24).
In the year 1914 R. L. Henderson was
appointed captain and A. Fairgrieve, was
again secretary, the new professional being E. S. Roberts from Kent. West left
to become professional at Greenock after
two years' service, when, besides proving
himself a useful cricketer, he had earned
a deserved reputation for efficient ground
work and coaching of young players.
The new professional, Roberts, was a
slow left-hand bowler and right-hand bat.

The Border League was won by Selkirk this _year, while Innerleithen Avon the
reconstituted Border Junior League.
The senior season finished with the
Rest of the League playing Selkirk.

The season opened none too brightly,
but in June, Gala had good wins over
Peebles and Selkirk.
In the Peebles match Gala scored 157
(R. A. Anderson 69) ,while Peebles were
disposed of for 105 (Anderson 5 for 32) .
In the Selkirk match the Gala professional had 8 wickets for 32, Selkirk being
all out for 67.
Six Gala wickets were
down for 48, but J. K. Sanderson (39)
and W. P. Paterson (31) settled the
issue, the final Gala score being 117.
After a lapse of thirty years Gala
played Leith Franklin, winning by 103
to 91.
With the Grange in opposition, Gala
made 258 for 9 wickets, C. W. Brown
making 86, _while A. Fairgrieve put on
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70 not out in 50 minutes.
played a defensive game,
for 7 wickets.

The Grange
making 112

The last match of the season was
played at Edinburgh against the Watsonians, the scores being :—Gala, 181;
Watsonians, 159 for 9 wickets.
At the beginning of August the European war broke out and the Scottish
Cricket Union advised the abandonment
of all fixtures.
During the limited season Gala won 5, drew 7, and lost 3
matches, while the second eleven won 3,
drew 3, and lost 3.
In the Factory Cup final the scores
were:—Tweed Mill, 46 (Brotherstone 5
for 21, J. Mack 5 for 22) ; Wilderbank
Mill, 52 for 11 wicket (J. Mack 31) .
In' the first eleven. averages, C. W.
Brown was at the top with an average
of 31 for 6 innings, A..Fairgrieve being
second with 16.5.
In bowling, Roberts had 44 wickets at
14 runs each, and R. A. Anderson 32 at
19.2.
During the war period the ground was
kept in condition by voluntary labour, but
apart from several matches played by
veterans in aid of war charities, there
was no cricket played in the district during the four years of war. The attention
which the field received, however, enabled the game to be resumed when hostilities ceased, and a, fixture list was
arranged for the season in 1919.
In common with all sporting clubs the
Cricket Club lost several players during
the war.
As far as the records show,
they included C. W. Brown, W. Bennett, R. Gordon, W. P. Paterson, A.
Smail, and the 1914 professional, E.
Roberts.
C. W. Brown had rendered
particularly good service to the club,
having been captain for seven seasons,
and had taken a great interest in the
management of the club, making his first
appearance as a player in 1898.
When cricket was resumed in 1919, R.
L. Henderson was captain and R. ,F.
Crosbie secretary.
A
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The season opened in May with a
match against the Australian students,
who were undergoing a course of training at the Technical College. The result
of this match was:—Australians, 49 (W.
Fox 4 for 0) ;Gala, 91 for 9 (D. Beaton
39 not out) . During the course of the
season the Australians were of considerable assistance to the Club.
Matches were played with the Border
clubs and several Edinburgh sides, while,
to fill in the vacant dates, four matches
were arranged between Roxburgh and
Selkirk County.
One notes the return of former players
throughout the season as they were released from the Army, while F. H. Hoggarth signalised his return to cricket by
scoring 58 runs against St Boswells. In
the return snatch at St Boswells, A. M.
Grieve captained the side, the main feature of this match being the innings of
R. H. de Montmorency, the well-known
golfer, who scored 138 not out in a score
of 196, to which Gala replied with 411.
Several close results are recorded during the season, such as Stewart's College
F.P., 100; Gala, 102 (J. J. Mann 5 for
2.2), while in both matches against
Hawick Gala were defeated in low scoring games.
During the season 19
matches were played, with 6 wins, 4
draws, 9 losses.
F. H. Hoggarth resumed his place at the head of the averages with 29.4 in 7 innings; while in
bowling, W. Fox led with 28 wickets at
9.43, followed by D. Beaton 45 wickets
at 9.4, and R. A. Anderson 31 at 11.5.
It is noteworthy that in the batting list
fourteen players had double figure averages.
The second eleven statistician must
have been neglectful, as no record of
wins or losses is recorded. The Factory
Cup was won in a two-innings final by
Waverley Ironworks, 63 and 134; Rosebank Mill, 47 and 57.
In 1920, F. H. Hoggarth was appointed
captain, and R. F. Crosbie was again
secretary.
In the first match against
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Hawick the names of E. W. King appears as bowler and A. M. Aikman as
wicket-kQeper, J. R. McDougall having
left the town. E. W. King hailed from
Elland, Yorks., and during the season
recorded some very good bowling performances.
He bowled fast medium
right arm and had a useful off break, and
with R. A. Anderson operating from the
pavilion end at Mossilee made a very
effective combination.
Very seldom this year was the Gala
bowling collared, and those who ask for
brig liter cricket had their wish gratified
during the season, as seldom were
matches very long drawn out affairs
fizzling out in unsatisfactory draws. The
scores in the first two matches indicate
the general tendency, being Hawick
53 Gala 96, and Gala 76, Brunswick 30
(King 6 for 13, Anderson 4 for 12) .
In the club's first visit to Edinburgh
the Stewartonians scored 118 and left
Gala an hour and a half to bat.
Hoggarth, however, set off in his best style,
scoring 68 not out, and the Gala score
was 120 for 3 wickets. With Peebles in
opposition,
Gala,
without King and
Beaton, made 159 for 7 wickets, while
Peebles were out for 59, Anderson having 6 for 14. Against Heriot's F.P., 93
(Anderson 7 for 26) ,Gala only made 66,
R. L. Henderson, first in and last out,
-raking 35. Leith Franklin rather upset
the Gala bowlers when Gala declared at
170 for 9, the Leith club replying with
172 for 5, J. Cunningham 50 and J.
Linn 77 being the star performers.
Later
in
the
season,
in
week-day
matches, the following results are recorded :—Poloc 87 (Anderson 6 for 36) ,
Gala 89 (J. Buchan 23) ; and- Gala 58
(Venters 7for 18), Kirkcaldy 52 (King
8 for 34) .
In the report of the St Boswells match
it is .stated St Boswells scored 1100 for 6
wickets and then lost 4 wickets in one
over' to Anderson, who had 8 for 22.
Gala replied with 148 for 5 (G Gordon
56) . In the last Border League match

at Hawick, at which it is stated there
was a great gathering, Gala scored 125
(G. Gordon 50) ,to which Hawick replied
with 64 (D. Beaton 6 for 30, Anderson
3 for 34), King being an absentee. This
win made Gala Border League Cham.pions for the year.
To provide "holidays at home," R.
L. Henderson arranged matches on the
Gala holiday week with a West of Scotland XI., Carlton, and the Grange, the
matches against the West and Grange
being two-day fixtures. The West eleven
won the first match, scoring 195 and 137
for 3, while the South scores were 157
and 172. The second match result was
South 87, Carlton 73, while against the
Grange the Gala bowlers had a very successful time, the scores being South XI.
126 (King 46) , Grange 75 and 39.
In
the first innings King had 5 for 13,
Anderson 4 for 38, while in the second
innings King had 6 for 15 and Anderson
4 for 19.
Despite the rainy weather, a
sum of over £30 was realised for the
Edinburgh Infirmary from the proceeds
of the matches.
Two matches were
played this year, Roxburgh and Selkirkshire, both of which were won by the
latter.
Gala finished the season with 12 wins
and 4 losses, the only draw being the
result of interference by rain.
G. Gordon in four innings had an
average of 40.2, while F. H. Hoggarth
had an average of 25.
In the bowling
averages, R. A. Anderson had 54 wickets
at 6.2 runs, while E. W. King had 50
at 8.8 runs.
The second eleven record is again missing for this year, while the Factory Cup
was won by Gala Mill, 120 (J. Allister
52) ; Botany Mill, 95 (W. Fox 6 for
49) .
In 11921 G. Gordon was captain and R.
F. Crosbie secretary. E. W. King only
played in one match, against Hawick at
Hawick, when the scores were:—Hawick,
25 (King 5 for 11, Anderson 5 for 14) ;
Gala, 115. As may be imagined, the de
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parture of King rather weakened the
attack, but nevertheless the eleven put
up several good performances.
Against
the Watsonians at Mossilee, Gala made
214 for 5 wickets, R. L. Henderson making the highest score of his career, 93,
being bowled by W. Sturrock when seven
short of the century.
The Watsonians
replied with 77 for 8 (Anderson 6 for
26) .
Another very notable event this year
was the departure of F. H. Hoggarth for
Aberdeen, his last match being against
the Grange at Mossilee, on July 30.
From 1899, as the records show, he had
been one of the mainstays of the club,
and displayed a wonderful consistency
over his long period of service. During
that time there were very few clubs on
the Gala fixture list, but had learned to
appreciate his qualities as a batsman, and
that if he were allowed to stay at the
wicket the score would increase with a
considerable rapidity, as he did not as a
rule waste much time in getting down to
the main duty of a batsman, that of getting runs. As a bowler, also, when the
wicket was suitable, he had several verygood performances during the course of
his career.
Another distinction, well earned by consistent play, was the choice of A. M.
Aikman as wicket-keeper for Scotland in
the Irish match at Dublin this year.
The summer of 1921 was very suitable
for cricket, and up to the month of
August there was very little interference
of matches by rain.
R. L. Henderson
again arranged a cricket week during the
holidays and matches,were played against
Joe Anderson's Perthshire XI., Carlisle,
and J. B. Walker's XI.
In the first
match the scores were: —Henderson's
XI., 173 and 125; Anderson's XI., 49
and 136.
Against Carlisle, 99, Henderson's X I.scored 113 for 5-wickets; while
the last match against Walker's XI. was
stopped by rain when the scores were:—
Walker's XI., 110; Henderson's XI.,
174 for 8 wickets (R. M. Thorburn 68) .
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Amongst those assisting the Gala XI. in
these matches was the old Gala professional, A. Beardsworth, together with
several well-known Border and City
players.
On the Saturday of the holiday week,
Gala went to Selkirk and put on 220 runs
for 9 wickets (F. Noble 68, R. A. Anderson 57 not out) . Selkirk replied with 66
(Anderson 7 for 18) . As the press records, Anderson continued his "devastating" form during the month, as
against St Boswells 55, Gala 81 for 7,
he had 9 for 19; while at Hawick the
scores were:—Hawick, 124 (Anderson 7
for 40)' Gala, 128 for 6 (Anderson 41
not out) . A visit to Gala of T. B. Jones'
(Stirlingshire) XI. resulted in Jones' XI.,
36 (Anderson 5 for 18) ; Gala, 41 for 4,
when rain stopped play.
By securing seven wickets in other
two matches in September, Anderson
secured in all matches 100 wickets for
the season, his records showing:—In Club
snatches, 80 wickets for 673 runs; Festival matches, 15 wickets for 97 runs;
County matches, 5 wickets for 39 runs.
Out of 23 fixtures on the card, 10 were
won, 7 drawn, and 6 lost, and Gala were
again Border Champions.
Besides leading the bowling, R. A.
Anderson headed the batting averages
with 30.1, G. Gordon being second with
29.3, while other ten batsmen had double
figure
averages.
Among
the
other
bowlers, H. Noble had 19 wickets, D.
Beaton 14, and F. H. Hoggarth 12.
Gala second eleven won 6, lost 8, drew
3, while the final of the Factory Cup resulted as follows:—J. McQueen & Son,
132 (A. Reaveley 59) ; Rosebank Mill,
109 (G. Gordon 47).
R. F. Crosbie, 7
for 37.
In the year 1922, G. Gordon was again
captain and J. Valentine secretary. The
weather this year was not so good for
cricket, there being considerable interference by rain.
This is reflected in the
scores made during the season, the highest individual score being 38 by J. K.
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Sanderson.
This player was also very
successful as a bowler this year, and
along with R. A. Anderson frequently
saved the side from defeat by getting
the other side out for less than the modest
scores made by Gala.
Gala started off the season by being
well defeated by Hawick, and followed
this up by scoring 55 against Edinburgh
University, who had made 77 (Anderson
5 for 21) . Against Pencuik, in July, A.
M. Grieve turned out and scored 27 out
of a Gala total of 87. Penicuik replied
with 47 (Anderson 8 for 13) . Against
Kirkcaldy, Gala made 83, the visitors
replying with 46 (Anderson 7 for 24) .
Rain again spoiled R. L. Henderson's
holiday fixtures, the first match requiring
to be stopped when the scores were:—
Henderson's XI., 140 (A. M. Grieve 40) ;
Walker's XI., 1108 for 6.
The other
matches resulted as follows:—Henderson's XI., 102; Connel's (Dunfermline)
XI., 78 (J. K. Sanderson 5 for 17) .
Henderson's XI., 129; Jones' XI., 68.
A combined XI., known as the Noetics
formed the opposition on Friday. They
scored 21 (Anderson 7 for 10), Henderson's XI. scoring 77.
The August wickets seemed to suit the
Gala bowlers, as on succeeding Saturdays
the scores were:—Gala 78, St Boswells
50 (Anderson 7 for 13) ;Gala 112 (J. K.
Sanderson 38) , Selkirk 56 (
Anderson 4
for 21, Sanderson 4 for 31) .
In a match at Hawick between W.
Anderson's XI. and Jas.. Storrie's XI.,
the former included Lee, G. Gunn and
Matthews (Notts.) ,and Peach (Surrey).
The scores were:—W. Anderson's XI.,
205; Storrie's XI., 73.
By securing 7
wickets for 52 in this match, R. A.
Anderson brought his aggregate for all
matches up to 106 wickets for 807 runs,
his 100th wicket being that of George
Gunn, the well-known Notts cricketer.
During the season 18 matches were
played, 8 were won, 8 lost, and 2 drawn.
R. A. Anderson headed the batting aver-

ages with an average of 11.9, Gordon being second with 10.9.
One of the local critics declared that
the batting averages were not creditable
to a club like Gala, the only consolation
being that other clubs were equally bad.
In bowling, R. A. Anderson had in club
matches 79 wickets for 598 runs, and in
other matches 27 wickets for 209 runs,
while J. K. Sanderson had 43 wickets
for 454 runs, and A. Morrison 11 wickets
for 98.
The second eleven had 11 wins, 3 losses
and 1 draw, and one can see in looking
over the list of players and matches a
growing evidence of some good players
coming forward who were subsequently
to give good service to the club and
worthily sustain the name of the club and
produce averages "more creditable to a
club like Gala."
The final of the Factory Cup this year
resulted:—Tweed Mill, 58; Netherdale
Mill, 52.
As the 1922 list of averages is the last
in which the name of A. M. Grieve appears, it is fitting that note should be
taken of his long period of service to the
club.
He played in the opening match at
Mossilee in 1882 and scored the first
century on the ground against the Merchistonians in 1883, finishing the season
with an average of 55.
Over the long
period of forty years he was connected
with the club he was an outstanding
member, and never lost his enthusiasm
for the game. His enthusiasm was such
that he could never tolerate anyone not
treating the game seriously, and was not
slow in reproving those who failed in
this respect.
Unlike his contemporary,
J. Mercer, he was always giving advice,
and his manner of giving it did not
always please the recipient.
In matches against Border clubs he
seemed often to feel too keenly, a fact
readily appreciated by spectators. As a
batsman he was a real stylist and could
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execute all the strokes in the correct
manner, and when in form was always
interesting to watch.
As a bowler he
was
occasionally
successful,
bowling
round arm as well as underhand, but
seemed at times to suffer from a desire
to experiment too much.
For a considerable number of years
his scholastic duties did not enable him
to start playing till the month of July or
August, but his appearance in the team
was always welcome from players and
spectators alike, while his enthusiasm and
activity, even after forty years as a
player, was an indication of his wonderful vitality.
In the year 1923 G. Gordon was again
captain and J. Valentine secretary. The
weather this year was more favourable
for cricket and play suffered less from
climatic interference. The season opened
with two defeats, the University beating
Gala by 129 to 126, and Stewart's College winning their match by 77 for 9
wickets (Anderson 5 for 25) to 56. The
team, however, restored their prestige
by beating Selkirk, Gala scoring 158 (J.
N. Duncan 64),• while Selkirk were out
for 81 (Anderson 7 for 33) . After beating Peebles 36 (Anderson 5 for 14), Gala
129 (J. K. Sanderson 37) , Gala got a
rude shock at Hawick, the scores being:
Hawick, 124 (Anderson 6 for 46) ;Gala,
16; thus almost equalling the score made
by Gala against Carlisle in 11883, when
the total realised was 15. The following
Saturday Gala played the Edinburgh
Indians, when the scores were:—Indians,
112; Gala, 124 for 3 wickets.
In this
match R. A. Anderson secured all ten
wickets for 42 runs, and then went in to
make 51 not out, along with Gordon, 37
not out, being mainly responsible, the
report states, in scoring the 124 runs in
one hour and forty minutes.
Gala followed this match with beating Heriot's
F.P. by 157 to 84 (Anderson 5 for 34,
J. W. Hay 4 for 37) ; and Watsonians
138 (Anderson 6 for 33), Gala 147 for 7
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wickets: and Penicuik 44 (Anderson 7
for 14), Gala 114 (J. N. Duncan 44) .
They, however, became a cropper
against the Grange, who scored 190
(
Anderson 7 for 81) , Gala 73, but returned to the winning way against Leith
Franklin 50 (Hay 6 for 23, Anderson 4
for 13), Gala 145 (J. K. Sanderson 60) ;
and also ticked off Peebles, at Peebles,
when the scores were Peebles 77 (Anderson 6for 23), Gala 137 for 3 wickets (G.
Anderson 82) ;and Melrose 52 (Anderson
7 for 33), Gala 112 for 4 wickets (J. K.
Sanderson 57) .
During the august holiday week R. L.
Henderson arranged again an attractive
list of fixtures against J. B. Walker's
XI., two-day match; A. W. Angus' XI.,
one day; and Noble's Bradford League
XI., two days. In the two latter matches
Sandham and Peach of Surrey played for
Henderson's XI., while against the Bradford XI., Preston, the Grange professional, also assisted.
In the Bradford
XI. several well-known Bradford League
cricketers were engaged, among them
being A. Wood, who subsequently kept
wickets for Yorkshire County.
The rain in the latter part of the
week rather affected the wicket and
the
attendance
of spectators,
Sandham and Peach particularly finding
the Mossilee wicket much slower than
the Oval, and runs difficult to get.
R. L. Henderson's XI. lost all three
thatches, and the spirit of defeatism so
affected the Gala players that they lost
the concluding match of the week against
Selkirk.
The Gala team, however, recovered, and gained a victory over St
Boswells 124 (Anderson 7 for 38), Gala
128; and Hawick 77 (
Anderson 6for 27) ,
Gala 91 (G. Anderson 47) ;while against
the Noetics in the last match, the result
was:—Gala, 104; Noetics, 93.
The result of the season's play showed
12 wins, 5 losses, each match having
shown a definite result.
G. Anderson
led in the batting averages with 22.9, J.
K. Sanderson being second with 19.7.
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As may be judged from the results
given, R. A. Anderson had his most successful season as a bowler.
In club
matches he had 102 wickets for 595 runs,
an average of 5.8 runs per wicket, and
having played in all matches had an
average of six wickets per match.
In
all matches he had 120 wickets for 885
runs. J. W. Hay came next in bowling
with 19 wickets at 11.8 runs.
The second XI. also had quite a good
season, while the Factory Cup final result
`vas
Botany Mill, 98; Gala Mill, 67.
In 1924 Alex. Fairgrieve was appointed
captain, and J. Valentine was again secretary.
To develop the latent talent 7n
the Club it was agreed to engage an
elderly professional from Yorkshire, J.
Lumb, as groundstnan and coach.
As
regards weather, this was definitely the
worst season ever encountered by the
Club. Only three of the eleven Saturday
home fixtures were completed, while two
week-day fixtures were also abandoned
because of rain. The first eleven had 19
matches on the card.
Two were won,
two were lost, seven drawn, and other
eight were either cancelled or abandoned.
One hears frequently from elderly
sages about the summers of long ago,
but investigations will show that even in
bygone summers the sun did not shine
all the time.
Gala registered their first win against
St Boswells when the modest scores were
—Gala, 54; St Boswells 52 (Anderson
6 for 19, and against Hawick the scores
were—Hawick, 95 (Anderson 9 for 36) ;
Gala, 71 for 6 wickets. Playing against
Leith 'Franklin, Gala scored 171 for 3
wickets (J. K. Sanderson 76 not out) ;
Leith, 118 for S.
While against Watsonians, 148 (Anderson 4 for 26), Gala
made 103 for 4 wickets (G. Gordon 42) .
In the match against Penicuik the scores
were—Gala, 114; Penicuik, 44 (Anderson
8 for 16) .
The losses recorded were against Carlisle and the Grange Clubs. R. L. Henderson again ran a cricket week, beating

J. B. Walker's XI. in a two-day match,
losing to Colonel Younger's Clackmannan
XI. on Wednesday, and on Thursday and
Friday Colonel Lindsay's Cupar XI. were
well beaten.
The week finished, on the
Saturday with a match against Selkirk,
when the scores were:—Gala, 175 for 3
(G. Anderson 61, T. S. McCaig 51) ;
Selkirk, 80 for 5 wickets (Anderson 4
for 23) . One notes that a Selkirk reporter complains of the slow Gala batting and that Selkirk could only play for
a draw.
The following Saturday rain interfered
with the St Boswells match, while against
Hawick, Gala scored 156 for 7 wickets
(J. N. Duncan 56, G. Gordon 44) .
Hawick scored 28 for 2, when the rains
again descended and fittingly closed the
season. G. Gordon led the batting averages with 23 runs per innings, J. K. Sanderson being second with 21.2.
+
In bowling, R. A. Anderson had in
club matches 57 wickets at an average of
8.3 runs, and in all matches 82 wickets
at 8.2 runs, J. K. Sanderson being second
with 22 wickets at 14.7 runs.
The second eleven had a most successful season, winning ten and only losing
one match. They had several good performances, including a hurricane effort
at St Boswells, where they scored 174
runs in seventy minutes.
Wilderbank Mill beat Gala Mill in the
final of the Factory Cup by 72 for 9 to
46.
At the annual meeting of the Club it
was decided to recommend that some
method of raising funds be considered,
as, owing to the bad weather, there was
a loss on the year of L33. At this meeting J. K. Sanderson was appointed captain and Alex. Scott secretary, while W.
D. Ritchie was elected to the post of
treasurer.
In season 1925 one notes the introduction of several players from the second
eleven of the previous year, such as A.
H. Polson, T. B. Clayton, F. H. Rutherford, and H. Middlemas.
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Only two matches were this year cancelled owing to the weather and two
others abandoned owing to rain, so that
climatic conditions were more favourable
than in the previous season.
J. Lumb had been offered but declined
re-engagement, and a groundsman only
was employed this year. The season was
opened by a visit from the Edinburgh
Indians, when the scores were:—Gala,
81; Indians 60 (Clayton 5 for 29)_
The following two Saturdays matches
were rained off and the interval had a
disastrous effect on the batting form, as
in the nest match Gala scored 26 against
Selkirk, who scored 137.
Their prestige was restored when they
scored against Carlisle 240 for 8 wickets
(Hay 60, Rutherford 58), and put Carlisle out for 91 (Anderson 5 for 43, Hay
5 for 47), and followed this up in a weeknight match at Selkirk when the scores
were:—Selkirk, 71 (R. A. Anderson 7
for 31, including a hat trick in his bag;
Gala replied with 112 for 4 wickets
(Rutherford 62) .
In an exciting match at Mossilee, Gala
scored 150 (A. M. Aikman 41 not out
in 15 minutes). The Watsomans replied
with 153.
At Penictlik the local team made 50
(Clayton 7 for 25), Gala replying with
179 for 8 (G. Gordon 53, R. A. Anderson 46).
The last match with Selkirk as Mossilee was most, interesting.
Gala scored
131 (J. K. Sanderson 57) ; Selkirk had
128 for 8 wickets, but were all out for
130.
Anderson had 7 for 58, but was
backed up with good fielding, G. G.
Anderson
having
two
good
outfield
catches and A. M. Aikman stumping
three batsmen.
Against Hawick, Gala
only made 55, but put Hawick out for
25 (Clayton 6 for 14, Anderson 3 for 6) .
The Gala record for the year was 6
`wins, 6 loses, 6 draws.
F. H. Rutherford topped the batting with 22.1, J. W.
Hay being second with 20.7.
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In bowling, T. B. Clayton was at the
top with 31 wickets at 9.3, R. A. Anderson being second with 74 wickets at 9.5.
The second eleven had a good season
with 9 wins, 2 losses, and 3 draws; while
the Factory Cup final resulted :—Gala'bank, 114 (R. Cook 51) ; Gala Mill, 118
for 4 wickets (W. Fos 50 not out) .
At the annual meeting held in Deccmber, 1925, it was decided to make James
Hardie a life member, he having been a
continuous member for the" long period
of fifty years, and a similar compliment
was paid to James Hay for his services
to the Club.
The better weather had been more
favourable to the game, and the net gain
on the season amounted to £14. J. K.
Sanderson was appointed captain and A.
Scott secretary, and at the meeting in
March it was reported that H. Mellor,
Holmfirth, had been appointed professional for 1926, at a salary of £5, per
week with a benefit match.
The season 1926 opened with wins
over Edin. Indians 71 (T. B. Clayton 4
for 13), Gala 92, and Manderston 69 (A.
Morrison 4 for 6), Gala 95 for S. Against
Stewartonians a loss was registered, but
at Mossilee in the nest match the scores
were Selkirk 112 (Anderson 7 for 44),
Gala 129 for 5 wickets (J. W. Hay 47) .
Against Carlisle at Edenside, a good
win was recorded.
Gala only made 73,
and Carlisle scored 42 before the third
wicket fell. Nine wickets were down for
46, but ultimately 68 was reached.
J.
W. Hay had 7 for 38.
The fielding in the report receives
special mention. G. G. Anderson and W.
Bertram having both two good catches.
Against Peebles County, Gala scored 170
for 4 wickets, J. K. Sanderson 80 not
out, Peebles replying with 33 (Clayton
5 for 11, Anderson 5 for 18) .
t
In the next match the scores were
Hcriotonians 126 (Sanderson 5 for 26),
Gala 1117, while Leith Franklin in the
next match scored 73.
Gala lost 5
wickets for 12, but ultimately scored 157
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(R. A. Anderson 75) .Against K.O.S.B.
1I. 64 (Anderson 5 for 24), Gala made
163 for 9 (Mellor 50).
Watsonians scored 203 for 8, to which
Gala replied with 127 for 8 (Mellor 53)
at Myreside. Against Penicuik 73 (J. K..
Sanderson 6 for 13), Gala made 159 for
7 (A. H. Polson 66) .Against Grange at
Raeburn Place, the scores were Gala 225
(F. K. Rutherford 89) , Grange 222
for 8 wickets when time was up. Against
J. B. Walker's XI. 167, Gala scored 208
for 8 (J. R. McDougall 102 not out) .
At Selkirk a close match took place,
Gala scoring 49 and Selkirk 59 (Anderson 5 for 20) . At Mossilee, St Boswells
had 54 (Sanderson 7 for 11) .Gala made
66, the season finishing with a win over
Hawick 104, Gala 126 for 7 wickets (Mellor 53 not out, T. S. McCaig 33) .
During the season 18 matches were
played, 10 were won, 4 drawn, and 4 lost.
In the secretary's report favourable
comment is made on the improved fielding, and special mention is made of R.
W. Boyd, A. H. Polson, G. G. Anderson, and W. Bertram in this department.
The good work of H. Mellor as
professional also is mentioned, as besides his useful contributions as a batsman, his coaching and work as groundsman receive favourable notice.
He was
offered and accepted re-engagement for
season 1927.
The second eleven had also a very good
season, while the Factory Cup was won
by. Wilderbank, who defeated Netherdale
Mill in the final by 121 to 88.
The Border League had been reconstituted this year, with Gala, Hawick, St
Boswells, and Selkirk clubs, and was
won by Gala, who were only defeated on
one occasion in the League matches. Mellor topped the batting this year with an
average of 22.9, T. S. McCaig coming
second with 20.5, and in bowling, J. K.
Sanderson came out on top with 42
wickets at 8.5, R. A. Anderson being

next with 60 wickets at 10.6, while J. W.
Hay had 23 wickets and T. B. Clayton
24.
The season 1927 proved to be another
of those in which rain seriously interfered with play, particularly in the early
part of the season. T. S. McCaig was
captain this year, and A. Scott again
acted as secretary.
R. L. Henderson was this year elected
president of the .
Scottish Cricket Union,
and in consequence a one-day match with
the team from New Zealand was allocated to Galashiels for July 1st.
The first two matches on the card
were put off, and the third one stopped
by rain, and the opening matches of the
season were not too encouraging. Against
Selkirk at Philiphaugh, Gala scored 259
for 8 wickets (J. N. Duncan 124), but
Selkirk replied with 171 for 4 wickets.
The play of the team brightened after
this, and at Hawick the scores were
Gala 97, Hawick 73 for 9 wickets.
Against Heriot's 66 (Anderson 6 for
27) ,Gala scored 104 for 8 (Mellor 45) ,
and next Saturday at Leith scored 85
(Duncan 54 not out), and put the Franklin out for 48 (Clayton 5 for 17, Anderson 5 for 25).
At Penicuik the local team were out
for 26 (Anderson 5 for 7, Sanderson 3
for 8), while in a strong finish, Selkirk
were put out for 107, Gala scoring 111
for 2 (J. K. Sanderson 51 not out) .
Hawick 56 (Clayton 7 for 25), Gala 153
for 6 wickets (Sanderson 38, Duncan
34) ; and Peebles 24 (Clayton 6 for 14,
Anderson 3 for 10), Gala 100 (T. S.
McCaig 44) .
The result for the season's play were
6 wins, 5 loses, 7 draws. J. N. Duncan
led in batting with an average of 41, T.
S. McCaig following with 19, while in
bowling, R. A. Anderson had 50 wickets
at 6.4, and T. B. Clayton 37 wickets at
6.6.
The New Zealand match was played on
July 1st in rather a wet period, the scores
being:—South of Scotland,
71;
New
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Zealand, 127 (R. A. Anderson 6 for 30) .
The South had selected a good batting
side, consisting of J. Greive, A. Linton
(Selkirk), Lord Dalkeith, M. M. Thorburn (St Boswells) , Jas. Storrie, John
Storrie, J. Inglis (Hawick), P. F. Wilson (Manderston), T. S. McCaig, A. M.
Aikman, R. A. Anderson (Gala), and
many thought a good chance was lost of
making history by defeating the New
Zealanders.
The record of the second eleven was 8
wins, 3 losses, 1draw; while the Factory
Cup
final resulted:—Wilderbank,
78
(Dixon 35) ; Netherdale, 28
(W. G.
Welsh 6 for 7) .
The reports of meetings of the Club
about this time indicate a considerable
difficulty .in securing income to meet expenses, and some discussion took place
about removing the field of play to
Netherdale. The deficit on the season
1927 was £50.
It was decided to hold
a sale of work in April, 1928, and from
this a sum of £251 was realised. A con siderable proportion of this sum was absorbed in necessary repairs on the ground
and pavilion, and the purchase of a new
motor mower in place of the old horsedrawn machine, which had worn out.
In season 1928 H. Elliot, Derbyshire,
was engaged as professional.
J. N.
Duncan was appointed captain and A.
Scott secretary.
The season opened with a match at
Mossilee with Perthshire, which was lost,
but the following Saturday the Grange
were defeated by 129 to 83 (Clayton 5
for 35) . Last year's Border League
Champions were then beaten at St Boswells, when the home team made 124
(Anderson 6 for 51), Gala making 138
for 6 (McCaig 46 not out) . Edinburgh
University were out for 29 (Anderson 5
for 114, Clayton 4 for 13), Gala making
189 (Elliot 43).
Against Hawick, Gala
scored 163 for 8 wickets (Aikman 48,
Elliot 43) , Hawick going out for 27
(Anderson 5 for 12, Clayton 4 for 11) .
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Against Carlisle, 118 for 3, Gala scored
161 (J. N. Duncan 66) .
The difficulty of fielding a full team in
week-day matches was shown in a match
against Benwell Hill, 110 (Anderson 8
for 29), Gala's depleted side being out
for 26; Heriot's F.P. scoring"80 (Anderson 6 for 28) ,Gala replying with 41; but
against Leith Franklin, 119 for 9 wickets, Gala made 170 for 3 wickets
(Duncan 73 not out, Polson 59 not out) .
In a drawn match against Watsonians,
118 for 1 wicket, Gala scored 182 (Aikman 57) . In a week-day match, against
Edinburgh Indians, 102 for 1 (S. N. Ali
69 not out) , Gala made 143 (Elliot 67
not out) . Penicuik, 74 (Anderson 8 for
20) ; Gala 163 for 3 (McCaig 68, Polson
63 not out) ,was the next match, while
in a time-limit snatch Selkirk scored 139
for 6, Gala scoring 134 for 5.
The matches against
Selkirk and
Hawick were both rained off, the other
wins at the end of the season being
against St Boswells, 88 (Anderson 7 for
39) , Gala 111 for 8; and Gala 129,
Peebles 74 (Anderson 7 for 45).
Gala were Border League Champions
this year, and their full record showed 7
wins, 5 losses, 10 draws. A. H. Polson
headed the batting with 24.6, followed
by Duncan 23, McCaig 22, Elliot 21,
Aikman 20.
In bowling, R. A. Anderson had 78 wickets at 9.8, T. B. Clayton
being next with 32 at 13.3 runs per wicket. Gala second XI. had also a successful season, while Wilderbank Mill, for
the third year in succession, won the
Factory Cup, scoring 127 (T. R. Nisbet
52 not out_) in the final, to which Abbots
Mill replied with 81.
It may be interesting to note the team
changes that had taken place in a few
years, and how some well-known names
had disappeared from the first eleven.
In 1928 the team consisted of J. N. Duncan (capt.), T. S. McCaig, G. Gordon,
G. Anderson, J. K. Sanderson, A. H.
Polson, A. R. Simpson, T. B. Clayton,
R. A. Anderson, Elliot (prof.) , while a
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good list of young reserves were available to fill up the vacancies.
In 1929 J. N. Duncan was again captain and A. H. Polson was secretary. H.
Elliot was again professional, having
proved himself a useful cricketer and
very good coach.
The season started with a draw on the
North Inch, Perth, where the defence of
7'. B. Clayton and J. Green saved the
situation.
At Selkirk the local side made 85 and
Gala 92 for 2 (Elliot 63 not out) . Stewart's College, the next Saturday, were
out for 62 (T. R. Nisbet 5 for 11, T. B.
Clayton 4 for 18) ,while Gala made 12:1
for 3 (Elliot 67 not out) . St Boswells
and Selkirk were the next victims of a
strong going side, and then followed
draws against Carlisle, Heriot's, and
Leith Franklin, and the only loss of the
season against Watsonians.
Against
Peebles, 121, Gala made 123 (Elliot 52),
the situation being saved by a last wicket
stand by G. G. Anderson and R. W.
Boyd, which put on 30 runs.
The match with the Grange ended in
a tie-121 runs each.
It was thought
Gala had `von by one run, but a re-count
showed the value of correct arithmetic.
Against Penicuik, Gala scored 148 and
put Penicuik out for 60 (Elliot 7 for 26) .
The following Saturday Gala had again
148 (Poison 62), Hawick replying with
56 (R. A. Anderson 6 for 23). The next
two matches were also won—Gala 174 for
5 (Elliot 90), Manderston 70 (Elliot 3
for 9) ;and in the final match, Gala 183
for 5 (Polson 100 not out), Peebles 68
(Anderson 6 for 28) .
The season had been a most successful one, showing—wins 10, draws 7, tie
1, losses 1.
A. H. Polson headed the
batting with an average of 33, Elliot
following close with 32.6, while the name
of J. Green appears for the first time
with 19.4.
In bowling, Elliot led the way with 20
wickets at 10.2, Anderson having 40 at
11.9, Clayton 39 at 112.4, while J. K.

Sanderson had 15, T. R. Nisbet 14, and
J. N. Duncan 11 wickets.
Gala again
led the Border League without a defeat.
The second eleven also had a good season, and Abbotsford Mill, 121, beat
Tweed Mill, 77, in the Factory Cup final.
Despite the successful playing season,
one gathers from the minutes of the
general meeting that financial troubles
had not been surmounted, but the situation had been eased sufficiently to enable
the Club to re-engage Elliot at £5 10 /_
per week and a benefit.
A proposal had also been brought forward to play League matches on a timelimit basis and widen the scope of the
League. It was agreed by a majority to
support the proposal, so that the new
rules would become operative in 1930.
In season 1930 A. H. Polson acted as
captain and secretary, and the season
opened with a vin over Perthshire at
Mossilee, the scores being:—Perthshire,
40 (Anderson 4 for 10, Clayton 4 for 13) ;
Gala, 67 for 4 wickets.
The following Saturday Selkirk was
defeated: —Gala, 135 for 6 (Elliot 75 not
out) ; Selkirk, 38 (Clayton 5 for 13,
Anderson 5 for 23) . This was the first
Border League match played under the
new time limit rule-24 hours allowed for
each side.
After a draw with Stewartonians, Gala
made 84 against St Boswells and then
put the opposition out for 24 (Clayton 6
for 14, Anderson 4 for 10) .
Then followed rather a remarkable
match at Selkirk.
Gala batted first,
making 217 for 6 wickets in 24 hours (A.
R. Baillie 84, Elliot 76 not out) . Strange
to relate, Selkirk made exactly the same
score, 217 for 6 wickets (J. Greive 96, ,
Coates 50) . It was discovered on investigation that Gala had bowled two more
overs than Selkirk in this match, and
the following
season
the
rule was
changed so that each side bowled the
same number of overs.
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The following week Selkirk were engaged in a match, each side to bat, if
necessary, 30 overs. This match resulted
in another Gala win, the scores being:—
Selkirk, 109 for 4 wickets; Gala, 119 for
8 wickets. Against Hawick, Gala scored
173 (Elliot 50, Polson 37, Baillie 36),
Hawick scoring 137 (Clayton 5 for 43) .
The following match was stopped by rain,
Carlisle having 109 for one wicket when
rain intervened.
In the Scottish match against Ireland,
at Aberdeen, A. R. Simpson, Gala, and
D. R. Hiddleston, Selkirk, were chosen
for the Scottish side.
On successive Saturdays Gala beat
Heriotonians and Leith Franklin at Gala,
and in a 25 over match they again defeated Selkirk, who scored 69 for 2 wickets, Gala scoring 92 for 6. This was a
good illustration of the different tactics
required for time limit matches, in which
a batsman must realise that a fine defensive innings is not much use.
A very good match took place at Myreside the following Saturday, when the
Watsonians scored 174, Gala beating this
in the second last over with 175 for 5
wickets (Elliot 67, R. A. Anderson 33
not out) .
In the Carlisle match Gala suffered
their first defeat, Carlisle scoring '166 for
7 wickets, Gala replying with 123, the
last four wickets falling for one run.
The Grange inflicted a defeat the following Saturday, scoring 165, to which Gala
replied with a humble 49.
Gala, however, resumed the winning way the following Saturday and finished, the season
with five wins, the results showing:—
Penicuik, 121 Gala 171 for 7 (Poison 72,
Elliot 49) ; St Boswells 30 (Clayton 5
for 21, Anderson 4 for 8), Gala 69;
Hawick 84 (Anderson 4 for 25, bowling
24 overs) , Gala 132 for 5 (Elliot 65) ;
Manderston 80 (Clayton 7 for 32, including a hat trick), Gala 113 for 7 wickets
(Elliot 60) ; Peebles 76 (Clayton 6 for
23), Gala 83 for 1 wicket (Elliot 50 not
Out) .
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During the season 20 matches were
played, 15 won, 2 lost, 2 drawn, and 1
tie. Elliot had a very good season, scoring 639 runs with an average of 39.9,
followed by A. H. Polson with 24.4, R.
A. Anderson 23.2, A. R. Baillie 19) .
In bowling, T. B. Clayton had 71 wickets at 9 runs per wicket, R. A. Anderson 44 at 13, while T. R. Nisbet had 23,
and Elliot 13 wickets.
The second XI. were not so successful
this year, having 5 wins," 9 losses, 1 tie.
In the final of the Factory Cup the
scores
were:—Wilderbank,
47
(W.
Nichol 7 for 20) ; Botany Mill, 49 for 4
wickets.
The Border League this year included
Carlisle, Gala, Hawick, Peebles, St Boswells, and Selkirk, and matches were
played on a time limit basis, each side
being allowed to bat 24 hours.
At the end of the season the position
of the two leading teams was:—Gala—
won 6, lost 1, drawn 1, abandoned 1;
Carlisle—won 5, lost 1, abandoned 3.
According to rule, a win gave 2 points,
a drawn or abandoned game 1 point, and
points were to be calculated on a percentage basis.
.The League secretary published a
table putting Carlisle as winners, and his
.method of computation was supported by
the majority of the League Committee.
The Gala Club protested and declined
to allow their players to take part in the
match, Champions against the Rest of
the League at Carlisle.
The protests were unheeded, the majority upholding the interpretation of the
rule and the arithmetic of the secretary.
At the annual meeting of the League,
however, the rules were changed to ease
the task of interpretation, and the change
made to give„ each side fifty ovens each
for batting, provided they could survive
that limit.
In season 1931 A. H. Polson was again
captain and R. A. Anderson secretary,
while Elliott was again professional.
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The first League match under the new
rule was against Peebles, when Gala
scored 110 and Peebles 41 (Clayton 5 for
14, Anderson 5 for 21) , neither side requiring fifty overs. The same happened
at Selkirk, when Gala made 82 (A. R.
Simpson 27) . This modest score was
too much, however, for Selkirk, who only
made 64 (T. B. Clayton 6 for 18) .
After defeating Stewart's College, another League victory was gained over St
Boswells, who were out for 27 (Anderson
5 for 10, Clayton 5 for 15) ,Gala scoring
101 for 7.
Penicuik, however, defeated
Gala with 95 (Anderson 8 for 27) to 72,
but next week a great struggle against
Hawick resulted:—Gala, 73; Hawick,
71 (Anderson 5 for 25, Clayton 4 for 24) .
Hawick required 4 runs to win, with 4
wickets in hand, but failed to secure the
necessary runs.
After draws with Heriots and Watsonians, Gala only scored 64 at Carlisle,
a score the local team had no difficulty in
passing.
Losses were also recorded
against the Grange and Manderston, but
against St Boswells, on the Green, 71
were made, J. Green going right through
the innings for 35 not out. St Boswells
were disposed of for 27 (Clayton 6 for 7,
Anderson 4 for 13), and the season concluded with a vin over Hawick, 115 for
8, Gala 148 for 5 (Green 52) .
The weather this season was not good
and several good home matches were put
off.
The weather was reflected also in the
averages for batting, the only half century recorded being that by J. Green. Of
16 matches played, 8 were won, 4 drawn,
and 4 lost.
A. H. Polson topped the
batting with 16.9, J. Green following with
16.2, A. R. Simpson 15.6, Elliot 15.2.
In bowling, T. B. Clayton had 41 wickets
and R. A. Anderson 36, at the same
average, 8.8; while Elliott had 17 and T.
R. Nisbet 16 wickets.
In the Border League, Carlisle was at
the top, Gala being second.

In League matches, J. Green had an
average of 22, while R. A. Anderson had
31 wickets at 5.4, and T. B. Clayton 29
at 6.2.
Gala second had quite a good season,
with 8 wins and 3 losses; while the Factory Cup final resulted: —Botany, 85 (T.
R. Nisbet 36) ; Wilderbank, 72 for 9
(J. Green 26), the Cup ties this year being played also on an overs limit basis.
The poor weather, with loss of gates,
caused aloss of R50 on the season, and it
was decided to dispense with a professional and employ a groundsman in 1932.
In 1932 A. H. Polson was again captain and R. A. Anderson secretary.
The weather this year was much more
favourable to cricket, the harder wickets
being more favourable to the batsmen
than the bowlers.
On several occasions
this year, after their opponents made
high scores, Gala fought back and secured
a victory through good batting.
In the first match against Peebles,
Gala scored 134 (A. H. Polson 83),
Peebles replying with 101 (Anderson 6
for 38) . This was followed by a win
against Selkirk—Gala, 111; Selkirk, 53
(Nisbet 4 for 29) . Then at Carlisle the
home team made 179 for 5, to which Gala
replied with 200 for 6 (Polson 71, Simpson 40, Anderson 42) . After Penicuik
were out for 64 (
Anderson 7 for 31) ,Gala
made 72 for 9 wickets.
This was followed by an over limit match, when Selkirk, 81 for 8 wickets, were defeated
when Gala scored 119 for 1 wicket (W.
Nichol 60 not out, J. Green 34) . After
scoring 52, Leith Franklin were put out
for 46 (Nisbet 4 for 19, Nichol 4 for 17) .
Against Hawick there was also a good
match, Hawick scoring 174 (Anderson 5
for 54) . Gala replied with 186 for 9
(Nichol 67, Sanderson 26 not out) .
Against Watsonians, '111 for 3, Gala
made 201 (Nichol 86) . The return match
at Mossilee with Carlisle was another endurance test. In the 50 overs Gala made
233 for 7 (Polson 87, Nichol 57) . Car-
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lisle fought back well and scored 202 for
10 (Nisbet 4 for 68) .
Against Grange, Gala had their first
defeat, 135 to 97, while against Manderston, 82 for 7, Gala made 183 for 4 (J.
Green 75) .
At Selkirk, Gala scored 109, to which
the local team replied with 167 for 5.
The report records that two catches were
missed in the first over and that the
lapses proved expensive, Gala suffering
their first League defeat. This was the
first time since 1926 that Selkirk had
defeated Gala in a' League fixture.
In the next fixture Gala defeated St
Boswells by 184 for 9 (Green 58, Polson
40), but lost to Hawick by 123 to 112.
During the season Gala won 10, drew
3, lost 4, and were this year Border
League Champions.
In the batting
averages, W. Nichol led with an average
of 39.3, followed by A. H. Polson 33.7,
J. K. Sanderson 26.4, J. Green 21.8. In
bowling, A. H. Polson had 12 wickets at
11.1, W. Nichol 14 at 13.4, R. A. Anderson 46 at 15, T. R. Nisbet 46 at 15.3.
The second eleven won 7, lost 5, and
drew 2, while the Factory Cup was won
by Gala Mill, 50 for 5 wickets, defeating
Abbotsford Mill, 46, after a re-play, the
first match being a tie.
The fiftieth year at Mossilee was celebrated by a dinner in the Royal Hotel,
at which Provost Hayward presided.
John Buchan and Thomas Douglas, who
played in the opening match at Mossilee,
attended the. dinner, the other three survivors of the eleven—W. Mack, T. Fairgrieve, and W. Wear—being unable to
be present.
At the annual meeting of the members,
the favourable weather, combined with
the success of the first eleven, enabled the
treasurer to report a surplus on the season of £32.
The money drawn at
matches was £83, on which tax amounting to £12 12/- had been paid.
The saving effected by employing a
groundsman was a matter of comment,
and seeing the Club had been so success-
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ful, it was decided to have no professional in 1933.
For season 1933 R. A. Anderson was
appointed captain as well as acting as
secretary.
The season 1933 opened with a win in
Edinburgh, where the Institution F.P.'s
were put out for 44 (Clayton 5 for 23),
Gala replying with 101.
The following Saturday the copybook
received an early blot, when Selkirk won
by 110 to 81. The next Saturday staged
another low- scoring match, when Stewarts F.P.'s made 71 (W. Nichol 4 for
24) ,and Gala replied with a humble 36.
St Boswells were put out the following
Saturday for 34 (Clayton 5 for 8, Nichol
3 for 5) , Gala replying with 126 for 3
Green 41 not out) . The next Saturday,
Carlisle were defeated, being out for 77
(Nichol 6 for 24), Gala 103. The next
match was against Penicuik, and this
was ,the only match this season-interfered
with by rain, which applied the closure
after three overs had been bowled.
In
the next match Hawick scored 121 (R.
A. Anderson 5 for 12), Gala replying
with 103 (J. K. Sanderson 25) . Against
Murrayfield, Gala made 210 for 6 wickets
(T. R. Nisbet 63 not out), Murrayfield
making 76 for 7 wickets.
In a weeknight match against Selkirk, 80 for 8
(Clayton 7 for 37) ,Gala made 81 (A. R.
Simpson 35).
Then
followed
two
close-scoring
matches—Gala, 1.10 (McLachlan 37) ;
Heriot's F.P., 111 for 9 (Green 4 for 7).
In the next match Gala scored 86 (Nichol
45) ;Leith Franklin replied with 88. Another defeat followed, with Gala scoring
111 (R. A. Anderson 29), the Watsonians
making 137 for 4. Against Carlisle, however, the Gala bowlers pegged down the
batsmen to 159 (Anderson 4 for 56, Nisbet 4 for 58), Gala replying with 169 for
9 wickets (Polson 1`16 not out), this being the fourth time Gala defeated Carlisle
in successive matches.
Gala then defeated the Grange, 134 for 8 (Anderson
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30 not out) ; Grange, 65 (Sanderson 4
for 9), and followed this with defeating
Manderston—Gala, 121 (McLachlan 32) ;
Manderston, 95 (Sanderson 4 for 20) .
During the August holiday week the
Border League arranged three matches,
playing Strathmore Union at Hawick,
the scores being:—Border League, 190;
Strathmore Union, 142. At Mossilee the
Western Union scored 191 for 2, to which
the B.L. replied with 118 for S. At Selkirk, a Scottish XI. were engaged, the
scores being:—Scotland, 262 for 2 wickets; Border League, 146 for 2 (Ling 68
not out, Shillinglaw 52) . It was reported
later the nett profit on the three matches
was £2, from which one may gather the
entertainment was not greatly appreciated.
Gala concluded the season in rather
an inglorious fashion, being defeated on
successive Saturdays by Selkirk, St Boswells, Hawick, and Penicuik, and finished the season with 7 wins, 2 draws,
and 10 losses. A. H. Polson headed the
batting with 30.8, followed by W. Nichol
21.7.
In bowling, Nichol led with 25
wickets at 7.3, followed by Clayton, 31
wickets for 8 runs each. Sanderson had
18, Anderson 23, and Nisbet 43, so that
the wickets were well distributed.
Carlisle again won the Border League,
their only defeats being sustained against
Gala.
The second eleven won 12, lost 6, drew
1, and were second on the Junior League
table; while the Factory Cup was won by
Wilderbank, 63 for 2, defeating Wheatlands, 53, in the final tie.
Despite the good weather, it was reported at the annual meeting that the
profit on the season was only 13. It was
nevertheless decided to engage a professional for 1934, A. G. Brett, a player of
experience, having been appointed.
It
was also decided to adopt the larger
wicket next season, and it was reported
that the Border League had suggested
some effort should be made to improve

the standard of Border League umpiring.
For season 11934, J. K. Sanderson was
prevailed upon to accept the position of
captain, R. A. Anderson agreeing to act
as secretary, although he intimated that
he intended retiring as a player, having
been a member of the first eleven since

1899.

In 1934 Langholm made application
and were admitted to the Border League,
but as the Gala fixture list had been completed, there was no room for a match
with the newcomers.
The early weeks of May were rainy
and Gala had two matches put off with
the Institution and Stewart's College.
They opened with a win over Selkirk in
a 30 overs match—Selkirk, 64 for 7
wickets; Gala, 82 for 6 wickets—and also
beat St Boswells, 78 (Nisbet 5 for 29) ;
Gala, 144 for 4 wickets (W. Nichol 78) .
They fell to Carlisle, however, who made
218 for 5 wickets, Gala being all out for
115.
Against Penicuik, 163 (Nichol 6 for
55) ,Gala made 265 for 6 wickets (Brett
58,
McLachlan 50),
and then beat
Hawick, 130 . (Nisbet 4 for 25) ,.Gala
scoring 156 for 9 (Polson 46, D. Nichol
35 not out) . Murrayfield were then
beaten, and a draw with Heriot's F.P.
was followed by a win over Leith Franklin, 145; Gala, 160 for 6 wickets (Green
56 not out) .
After drawing with Watsonians, a
high-scoring match took place at Mos.silee against Carlisle, at which a large
crowd attended.
Gala scored 217 for 5
wickets (W. Nichol 77), and Carlisle replied with 219 for 8 wickets.
Gala returned to winning form next Saturday
against the Grange, who made 96 (Nisbet
5 for 26) . Gala replied with 158 (Brett
35, Polson 33) . Against Manderston,
Gala made 188 for 6 (Brett 78, T. F.
Dorward 48), to which Manderston replied with 57 (R. A. Anderson 5 for 8) .
The following Saturday Selkirk scored
148 (D. Nichol 3 for 4), but Gala could
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only manage 107 in reply.
Against St
Boswells, however, Gala made 117, St
Boswells being out for 56 (Nisbet 6 for
24) ; while against Hawick, 69 (Brett 5
for 27) ,Gala scored 112 (Sanderson 32) .
The season concluded at Penicuik,
when the local team were out for 69 (R.
A. Anderson 6 for 9), Gala replying with
124 (Maclachlan 45) .
During the season Gala had 12 wins,
3 draws, 3 losses, and were next to Carlisle, who won the Border League.
The batting averages were very good
this season, W. Nichol having 31.2, Brett
29.7, Green 24.7, Maclachlan 23.3.
In
bowling, W. Nichol had 33 wickets at
10.2, T. R. Nisbet 48 at 11.7, Brett 45
at 15.7.
The second XI. won 9, lost 6, and drew
3, the Junior League being won by Innerleithen, Yetholin being second on the list.
The Factory Cup had new winners this
year, the final contest being with Ladhope. Mill, who scored 76, to which Burnside Ironworks replied with 84 for 7
wickets (A. Morrison 37 not out) .
After the wet Saturdays at the start of
the season the weather had been very
suitable for cricket, but despite the favourable conditions, the deficit on the season was £4..
The Secretary in his report mentioned
that W. Nichol had been chosen to play
for Scotland and that John Grieve had
been appointed president of the Scottish
Cricket Union. After later consideration
it was decided that no professional would
be appointed for 11935.
J. Green was
appointed captain for 1935, R. A. Anderson still being secretary.
The season opened with a loss with
the Institution F.P.'s, but the following
Saturday a win was recorded against
Selkirk, who made 112 (Green 6 for 49),
to which Gala replied with 196 (Poison
114 not out) .
After losing to Stewart's F.P.'s, Gala
and St Boswells had an old-fashioned
draw, as the latter had withdrawn from
the League, the scores being:—Gala, 201
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for 5 wickets (T. R. Nisbet 59, T. F.
Dorward 51) ; St Boswells, 99 for 7
wickets. Gala were well beaten by Carlisle, 253 for 2, to 158 (J. Wyllie 47), but
defeated Murrayfield, 43 (Nisbet 6 for
24), Gala scoring 148. The next Saturday Gala scored 178 (Green 56) against
Heriot's F.P., 90 for 6 (D. Nichol 6 for
41), and then defeated Leith Franklin,
75 (D. Nichol 6 for 42) ; Gala, 1127 for
8 (Green 32).
They followed this by
defeating Watsonians, 65 (D. Nichol 6
for 23); Gala, 139 (G. G. Anderson 37).
The match with Carlisle resulted in another defeat—Carlisle, 201; Gala, 137
(AV. N. Laurie 51 not out). Kirkcaldy,
134 (R. A. Anderson 6 for 57) , were
played in a week-day match, Gala scoring 97 for 9 (R. W. Boyd 44) . A draw
was secured against the Grange, 201,
Gala scoring 153 for 6wickets (D. Nichol
50) . Defeats followed against Manderston and Selkirk, but against Hawick,
65 (Nisbet 7 for 23) ,Gala scored 89 (R.
AV. Boyd 42) ;while Penicuik, 1146 (Nisbet 5 for 52), were defeated, Gala scoring 164 for 9 (W. H. Bunvan 45) .
The result of the season's matches
were 6 wins, 4 draws, 7 losses, while 5
matches were put off owing to wet
weather.
A. H. Polson headed the batting averages with 26.4, followed by J. Green 21,
and W. N. Laurie 19.
In bowling, T. R. Nisbet had 49 wickets at 12.7, and D. Nichol 39 at the
same figure.
The second XI. won 7, lost 5, and
drew 4, while the final of the Factory Cup
resulted:—Insurance Clerks, 31; Wilderbank, 105.
As already indicated, the weather this
season was not very favourable, with the
result that the treasurer reported at the
annual meeting a loss of over £5. It was
also intimated at this meeting. that K.
Harris, Notts, had been engaged as profesisonal for next season. J. Green was
re-appointed captain, and the secretary
was also re-elected, while to put the fin-
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ances in a more satisfactory state a committee was appointed with A. E. Bunyan
convener, to carry through a cake and
candy sale in the spring time.
Owing to the difficulties of travelling
entailed by the extension of the League,
St Boswells Club left the League in 1935,
but Dumfries Club were admitted.
Owing to so few clubs having fixtures
with Dumfries, a rather absurd position
occurred at the end of the season, when
Dumfries, having played two matches and
won both, they had 100 per cent. on the
League tables, thus winning the League,
Carlisle and Selkirk being equal for
second place with 66 per cent. Owing to
interference by rain, Gala only played six
matches in the competition, winning three
and losing three.
During the August holiday period the
League carried through a series of
matches in the West of Scotland, but
considerable difficulty had been found in
securing thoroughly representative sides.
Peebles made application to play in the
League in 1936 and the rules were
amended to ensure a minimum number
of matches being played by all clubs in
the League.
The sale of work referred to took place
in the month of March and over .6150
was realised, this sum relieving the officials of any financial worries in the ensuing season.
The season was opened in a bright
fashion with five wins and a tie.
In the first match Dumfries were out
for 79 (Nisbet 6 for 36) , Gala replying
with 95 for 7. The Institution F.P. were
defeated next, 102 to 205 for 7 (Polson
81) . A tie with Selkirk then followed,
152 runs each. Stewart's F.P. were then
defeated uy 97 (Harris 5 for 35) ,to which
Gala replied with 151 for 3 wickets (Polson 69 not out) . To the Gala score, 209
for 6 (D. Nichol 70 not out), St Boswells
replied with 49 (Nisbet 7 for 18) . Langholm next were out for 62 (Nisbet 5 for
22), Gala replying with 81 for 6 (Harris
37 not out) .

The winning way came to a sudden
halt against Carlisle, when Gala went out
for 59, to which Carlisle replied with 101
for 6.
A feature of the Gala innings was that
four men were run out, betraying a too
great anxiety to get runs.
Against Penicuik, in the next match,
Gala made 159 for 4 (Polson 53, Green
45) , Penicuik being out for 118.
Gala
were then defeated in a week-night match
by Peebles, 79, to 85 for 7, but followed
this with beating Hawick, 70 (Harris 5
for 27) ; Gala, 102.
This was followed by a week-night
match at Selkirk, when the local team
were out for 40 (Harris 5 for 23, Nisbet
5 for 13), Gala making 78 for 3 wickets.
Then followed three defeats against
Murrayfield, Heriots, and Leith Franklin,
a slight recovery being shown by a draw
with Watsonians, 71 for 8; Gala, 114
(Harris 50) . Then followed a defeat by
Carlisle, 119 to 61, and a draw with
Grange, 62 for 8; Gala, 171 (Harris 43,
Green 41) . A draw with Manderston
was followed by a defeat at Selkirk, 133
for 9, to 103 for S.
Then the season was finished with two
wins against St Boswells and Hawick.
In the latter match Hawick scored 1115,
to which Gala made a strong reply with
193 for 4 (Harris 45, Maclachlan 44 not
out) .
During the season 10 matches wi r.
won, 7 lost, 3 drawn, and 1 tied. A. H.
Polson headed the batting averages with
36.6, Harris being second with 23.1,
while other eight had double figure averages.
T. R. Nisbet had 69 wickets at
9.1, D. Nichol 30 at 10.2, and Harris 5S
at 10.7. The second XI. had 9 wins, 5
losses, 1 draw; while in the final of the
Factory Cup, Galabank defeated Ladhope
Mill.
Carlisle again won the Border League,
followed by Dumfries, Selkirk, and Gala.
Division II. winners were Innerleithen,
Gala Red Triangle Club being second.
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At the annual meeting a loss on the
year of £78 was reported, but the sale .f
work enabled the treasurer to report a
credit balance in favour of the C40 S.
For season 1937, R. W. Boyd was
elected captain and R. A. Anderson secretary, while K. Harris was engaged as
professional for another year.
1

The season 1937 opened with a win
against Peebles, 99 (Nisbet 6 for 23) ;
Gala, 182 for 2 (Harris 82 not out.
Green 73) .
Losses were then sustained against
Melville College and Selkirk, Selkirk
making 106 (Harris 6 for 34) ,and Gala
87.
After drawing with Stewartonians,
St Boswells were defeated, 51 (Harris
7 for 33), Gala 109 for 9 (Poison 61) .
In the next match the scores were:—
Carlisle, 97;
Gala, 87; then Langholm
were out for 21 .(Harris 5 for 4, Nisbet
5 for 12) to Gala's score of 163 for 6
(Harris 61, Maclachlan 50) . Aganist
Hawick, 46 (Nisbet 8 for 17), Gala. made
155 for 8 (Harris 76) ,but a loss occurred
against Dumfries, 97, Gala only scoring
44.
This was followed by Gala defeating Selkirk in a 27-over match in the
evening.
Matches against Heriot's and Leith
Franklin were spoiled by rain, and this
was followed by a draw against Watsonians. The match against Carlisle had
to be put off for rain, this being followed
by a draw against the Grange, 195 for
4 against 98 for 4. Against Manderston,
100 (Nichol 6 for 26), Gala scored 161
for 6 (Harris 76).
The match against
Selkirk at Mossilee was off for rain, and
following a draw against St Boswells,
Gala won a stiff match with Hawick
Gala, 165 for 7 (Poison 83) ; Hawick,
159. Penicuik were then played on successive Saturdays, both matches being
won by Gala.
At Mossilee the scores
were:—Penicuik, 152 for 6; Gala, 153
for 7 (Poison 69) . At Penicuik the
scores were:—Penicuik, 48 (Nichol 5 for
29, Nisbet 4 for 13) ; Gala, 71 (Bunyan
27) .
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During the season Gala won 9, drew
5, lost 5, and occupied the third place in
the Border League, Selkirk winning and
Carlisle being- second.
Harris led the batting with 34.1, followed by Polson 26.4, and Maclachlan
18.5.
In bowling, Nisbet led with 56
wickets at 10.2, Harris having 38 at 13.2,
and D. Nichol 19 at 13.4.
The second XI. had the distinction of
going through the season undefeated,
winning 6 and drawing 4 matches, several
matches being put off for rain.
The batting averages were unusually
high, D. S. Sheldrick at the top with
50.6, followed by W. H. Bunyan 29.8,
four other players having averages of
over 20; while in bowling, R. B. Pringle
took 19 wickets at an average of 2.6 per
wicket.
The final of the Factory Cup resulted
in a close win for Ladhope Mill, 1106 for
8, to Wilderbank, 101 for 9.
At the annual meeting of the Club, a
loss on the season of over £60 was recorded, an important contributory cause
being the poor weather.
A committee was appointed to consider
ways and means of augmenting the
funds of the Club.
The Chairman also made reference to
the death, in July, of Thomas Douglas,
who was the last survivor of the players
who took part in the opening match at
Mossilee in June, 1882.
For season 1938, T. R. Nisbet was
appointed captain in succession to R. W.
Boyd, and it was decided to do without
professional assistance.
The season did not open too brightly,
defeats being recorded against Melville
College and Selkirk, the latter making
193 for 4, to which Gala replied with
171.
A draw then followed with Stewartonians, and with St Boswells the rain
was a deciding factor.
With Carlisle, the scores were:—Gala,
133 (Stirling 43) ;Carlisle, 136 for 6.
Against Penicuik a win was recorded
—Gala, 143 for 8 (Bunyan 42) ; Peni-
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cuik, 87 (Nisbet 7 for 43). At Hawick
the scores were:—Gala, 143 for 8 (Bunyan 50, Nichol 42) ; Hawick, 168 for 8
(Nisbet 5 for 47) .
In the next match at Mossilee, the
scores were:—Dumfries, 98 (Nisbet 5
for 14) ; Gala, 58. In a match at Edinburgh, the East scored 212 for 7, to
which the South responded with 140 for
5. The team seemed to revive about this
time, as Heriot's were beaten—Gala, 75
(Green and Extras 21 each) ; Heriot's,
71 (Nichol 5 for 19) . A win was also
recorded against Leith Franklin,
66
(Nisbet 5 for 39, Nichol 4 for 20) ;Gala,
1149 for 5 (Polson 55, Maclachlan 64 not
out) . A loss against Watsonians was
followed by a good win at Carlisle. Gala,
batting first, scored 195 for 9 (Polson 82)
in their 50 overs, Carlisle replying with
181 for 10 (Nichol 5 for 53, Nisbet 5 for
62) . After being defeated at Manderston a win was recorded at Philiphaugh
—Gala, 102 (Green 42, Stirling 23) ;
Selkirk, 39 (Nisbet 6 for 17) .
A draw with St Boswells, 63 for 5,
Gala, 155 for 7 (Stirling 71) , was followed by a win against Hawick, the
scores being:—Hawick, 155 (Nisbet 8 for
47) ;Gala, 161 for 8 (Polson 71 not out,
Green 50) ; while in the last match the
scores were:—Penicuik, 53 (Nichol 7 for
25) ; Gala, 85 for 4.
During the season 16 matches were
played, 7 won, 2 drawn, and 7 lost.
The weather this season was not very
favourable, several matches being put
off, and seldom had the weather at Mossilee been genial when matches were
played.
A. H. Polson led the batting
with 32.2, followed by J. Green 22.7 and
C. B. Stirling 20.1.
In bowling, T. R. Nisbet had 57 wickets at 10.6 and D. Nichol 45 at 11..8.
The Border League was won this year by
Dumfries, followed by Hawick, Carlisle,
and Gala.
The second XI. played 12 matches,
won 7, drew 11, lost 4, and one of their
players, J. Watson, scored a century

against Hawick and had an average of
29.
The Factory Cup final resulted:—Ladhope, 116 (T. R. Nisbet 42) ; Wilderbank, 128 for 2 (D. Nichol 55, J. Green
51 not out) .
As a result of efforts made to raise
money, such as a concert and a whist
drive, the treasurer was able to report
to the annual meeting a credit balance of
over
139,
despite
the
unfavourable
weather which had seriously affected the
gate drawings for the season.
It was
again decided to do without aprofessional
in 1939, and T. R. Nisbet was reappointed captain.
In March, 11939, R. A. Anderson was
entertained to dinner in the Royal Hotel
on the occasion of his appointment as
president of the Scottish Cricket Union.
A large company was ,present, and included representatives from Dumfries,
Hawick, St Boswells, and Selkirk.
The season started with a vin against
Murrayfield, who were dismissed for 11
runs (T. B. Clayton 6 for 3, T. R. Nisbet
4 for 44) . Gala, batting first, scored 184
for 7 (J. M. Hogarth 72 not out) .
After the absence of a few years, T. B.
Clayton had returned to the town, and
J. M. Hogarth was a student at the
Technical College and hailed from Tamania.
The following Saturday, Gala scored
176 for 7 (Hogarth 54, Polson 51) ,°Jlel ville College replying with 102 for 7.
At Selkirk, Gala were out for 91, Selkirk replying with 122 for 3. Another defeat from Stewart's College was followed
by a draw at St Boswells, 113 for 5,
when Gala scored 224 for 5 (Hogarth 75,
Polson 64) . Carlisle were then defeated,
scoring 123 (Nisbet 6 for 30), Gala replying with 129 for 4 (Hogarth 36 not out) .
A win over Penicuik was followed by a
victory over Hawick, who scored 133. The
first two Gala batsmen, W. C. Campbell
(84) and D. Nichol (36 not out) made
131 before Campbell was run out, the
innings closing when Gala were 136 for 1.
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This was followed by a good win at
Dumfries, who scored 143 for 9, when the
-overs limit was reached, Gala making 165
for 4 (A. D. Maclachlan 52 not out, A.
H. Polson 46) . Selkirk, 97 for 8 (Nisbet
"7 for 43) were beaten in an evening
match, Gala scoring '105 for 4 (Hogarth
'60, Campbell 39) .
Against Heriot's F.P., Gala were out
for 119 (W. H. Bunyan 35), Heriot's
scoring 121 for S.
A draw with Leith
Franklin was followed by another win
-over Carlisle, 120 for 7, Gala scoring 129
for 6 (Polson 45) . A defeat by Grange
*and a draw with Manderston was followed
by another defeat from Selkirk, 77 for 4;
`Gala, 60.
The last match played was against St
Boswells, who scored 106 (Nisbet 7 for 24,
Gala replying with 109 for 5 (Maclachlan
-50 not out) . The following Saturday
Gala were due to play Hawick, but rain
intervened, while owing to the outbreak
•of war the match against Penicuik was
-put off.
During the season 17 matches were
played, 8 being Avon, 4 drawn, and 5 lost.
In batting, J. M. Hogarth topped the list
'With the fine average of 54.4, followed by
A. H. Polson 27.3, W. C. Campbell 22.1,
°C. B. Stirling 21.6.
In bowling, T. R. Nisbet had 52
-wickets at 12.3, T. B. Clayton 44 at 13.1.
When the season was brought to a premature close, Selkirk was at the top of
_the Border League, Gala being second,
and as an indication of fluctuating fortune in the game, Carlisle was at the
bottom this season.
While not many
matches were put off, the weather during
the season was very uncertain, this injuriously affecting the gates.
Gala second XI. Avon 8 matches and
'lost 6, notable events in the season being

'the score of 120 not out made by J. M.
'Ritchie against Meadowbank, and the
'feat of R. G. Nicholson against Carolside,
when he took 10 wickets for 23 runs.
The final of the Cup ties this year resulted
—Ladhope Mill, 99; Building Trades, 63.
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Contrary to the policy pursued in 1914,
the Scottish Cricket Union advised clubs
to make an endeavour to carry on the
game.
In this respect the Gala Club
have been very successful, thanks to the
loyal support of the players available. -It
has only been possible to run one eleven
during the war years, and it is perhaps
hardly necessary to write of results of
matches played so recently.
Owing to the difficulties of travel, the
fixture lists have been rather restricted,
and, with the exception of one or two
teams from Edinburgh, it has been difficult to secure fixtures with clubs outside
the Border area.
It may therefore be
advisable to draw this long record of the
Gala Cricket Club to a close.
As will have been gathered from the
records, the Club has had its troubles and
trials since 1853 to 11939, but it is no
exaggeration to claim that it has made a
considerable contribution to the provision
of healthy exercise to the community, besides giving entertainment to quite a
number of those who have appreciated
and have acquired an interest in the
game.
Since the Club was started in 1853
there has been considerable development
in summer-time recreations, and young
men have now a wider choice of sporting
activities.
Climatic conditions in Scotland are not
always favourable to cricket, and, as the
records of the Club have shown, wet
summers are no new complaint.
It is a frequent complaint that the
summer in Scotland is of short duration,
yet many do not make the most of what
sunshine is available, but choose to spend
the precious hours playing indoor games
in a smoky atmosphere.
To those who
appreciate the value of fresh air and sunshine as aids to good health, the breezy
slopes of Mossilee will always be an
attraction, and one feels sure that for
some time to come Gala Cricket Club will
still have a place in the sporting activities
of the town.
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